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Abstract 

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is associated with the enlargement of the right 

ventricle (RV) and leads to a decline in RV function. The life expectancy for a patient 

with PH is about 3 years. Therefore, analysis of RV size and its ventricular function may 

aid diagnosis and treatment planning of PH. Ideally, analysis of RV function would 

provide an image of the energy use (via glucose uptake) across the RV myocardium, and 

can evaluate disease progression and response to therapy. The goal of this research is to 

develop, test and validate a software utility that automatically determines the physiologic 

and anatomic functions of the RV from Positron Emission Tomography (PET) images.  

A partially automatic software system was developing based on a spline model with 12 

control points and 13 degrees of freedom was developed. The system was then validated 

and characterized using data from different populations including non-PH patients, PH 

patients, and respective animal models. The degree of automation and operator variability 

when using the model was analyzed to establish the model’s performance and behavior. 

The utility was also evaluated for accuracy when measuring RV cavity volumes and 

ejection fractions. Results show the region of interest (ROI) of the RV can be semi-

automatically segmented from PET images for a wide range of RV morphologies 

including hypertrophic and normal cases.  

The developed utility may be useful to diagnose and monitor disease in clinic and 

to guide therapy for improved prognosis and quality of life of patients suffering of RV 

related ailments. 
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1    Chapter: Introduction 

1.1 Problem Description  

Pulmonary Hypertension (PH) is a life threatening health condition in which 

pulmonary arteries (arteries of the lung) experience abnormal high blood pressure. The 

estimated average life expectancy of patients diagnosed with PH is about 3 years. PH is 

not well understood and effective therapies are lacking. Quantification of RV cardiac and 

metabolic function can provide understanding of risk factors associated with PH and how 

the disease progresses, and may aid in the development of therapies. The need for RV 

function analysis tools has been left largely unanswered. Specifically, an ongoing study at 

Ottawa Heart Institute on Right Ventricular Substrate Metabolism as a Predictor of Right 

Heart Failure in Patients with Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension can directly benefit 

from such functional analysis tools.  

Left ventricular function estimation, however, is well established, and the 

University of Ottawa Heart Institute has developed a dedicated software package called 

FlowQuant
©  

for LV functional analysis. This project appends RV analysis capabilities to 

the FlowQuant
©

 package, leveraging on existing LV analysis resources. While some 

components of LV analysis can be applied for RV analysis, RV registration, defining the 

region of interest (ROI) from cardiac PET images, is a major challenge that has not been 

sufficiently addressed in the literature. The challenge can be attributed to the fact that the 

RV exhibits a wide range of anatomic shapes particularly in hypertrophic RV which 

increases the complexity of the registration algorithm. Despite this challenge it is evident 

that the need for an RV registration tool, that is preferably automatic, remains crucial in 

development of RV functional analysis tools. 
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1.2 Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to develop an automated image analysis tool with 

optional operator intervention for defining the RV region of interest in 3D cardiac PET 

images.  

This tool is intended for:  

1) Quantification of RV cardiac function – the evaluation of efficiency of the 

heart as a pump by measuring cavity volumes and ejection fraction (EF) 

over the cardiac contractile cycle. 

2) Quantification of RV molecular function – assessing the physiologic 

interaction with molecules of interest such as glucose and fatty acids with 

the RV muscle tissue.   

Evaluation of RV function can help understanding the risk factors and causes of 

PH, understand its progression as well as help develop effective therapies.    

The second chapter provides background information on cardiac nuclear imaging. 

Emphasis is given to cardiac PET imaging because it is the modality of choice in this 

research. The second chapter also provides a summary of previous work relating to RV 

function analysis.  

The third chapter provides in-depth details of the main contribution of this 

research; spline model for RV registration. The spline model is introduced and detailed 

descriptions of its implementation are systematically addressed as the chapter progresses. 

This chapter also introduces gated analysis, an application of the spline model to define 

RV ROIs when evaluating cavity volumes of the beating heart. 
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The fourth chapter validates the spline models ability to accommodate a wide 

range of morphologies and characterizes its performance. A significant portion of this 

chapter characterizes the operator dependent variability of the model and the sampled 

image intensities. The chapter concludes with a validation of PET derived RV volumes 

and ejection fractions vs. cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) measured values in 

an early PH patient population. 

Chapter 5 discusses these results in detail and contextualizes them with regards to 

current literature. The discussion highlights factors that may have influenced the results 

either negatively or positively. Future work and possible improvements to the model are 

also highlighted in this chapter.  

The concluding chapter summarizes this work. 

1.3 Contributions  

This research resulted in functional semi-automated image analysis software that enables 

to register and sample the RV region of interest in cardiac PET and SPECT images, 

allowing accurate quantification of RV function cardiac function. This work also serves 

as a basis on which quantification of cardiac molecular function can be developed. This 

work supports ongoing research on Right Ventricular Substrate Metabolism as a 

Predictor of Right Heart Failure in Patients with Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PI: 

Lisa Mielniczuk) as the tool can be used to analyze glucose metabolism.   

This research resulted in the following presentations:  

o  S Takobana, A Adler, L Mielniczuk, R Beanlands, RA deKemp, R 

Klein A Spline Model for Sampling of the Right Ventricle Myocardium 

from Cardiac PET Images, University of Ottawa Heart Institute 

Research Day, UOHI, May 2012. 

o  S Takobana, A Adler, L Mielniczuk, R Beanlands, RA deKemp, R 

Klein A Spline Model for Sampling of the Right Ventricle Myocardium 
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from Cardiac PET Images, Molecular Function and Imaging 

Symposium, UOHI ,June 2012. 

o S Takobana, Automatic Quantification of Right Ventricular Function 

as a Diagnostic Aid for Pulmonary Hypertension, Biomedical 

Engineering Seminar (BIOM 5800), Carleton University, Ottawa, 

February 2012. 
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2    Chapter: Background 

 

The human heart is a four chambered organ forming the core of the circulatory system. 

Its main role is to propel blood through the pulmonary and systematic circulatory loops. 

The chambers of the heart are namely, the right and left ventricles and the right and left 

atria. Figure 2-1 below depicts the anatomy of the heart, with the chambers labeled.   

 

 

Figure 2-1: Schematic view of the human Systematic and pulmonary circulatory systems 

The circulatory system comprises of the systematic circulation and pulmonary 

circulation. Systematic circulation is powered by the left ventricle (LV), which has the 

strongest muscle of all the heart chambers, and propels blood to and from the body. The 

pulmonary system, is powered by the right ventricle, and sends deoxygenated blood to 

the lungs for re-oxygenation and returns it to the left heart to be pumped into the rest of 

the body via the systematic circulation.  
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Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a disease in which the blood pressure in the 

pulmonary arteries is abnormally elevated and left untreated can lead to RV (right 

ventricle) hypertrophy (enlargement) and dysfunction (malfunction) [2]. There are 

several causes of pulmonary hypertrophy which can be summarized into broad categories 

including pulmonary arterial hypertension, left heart diseases, lung diseases or 

hypoxemia (low of oxygen in arterial blood) [2]. Hypertrophy, enlargement of the right 

ventricle, occurs when the heart, in this particular case the RV, remodels in an attempt to 

keep up with the pressure demand of pulmonary arteries and maintain stroke volume [2, 

4]. Subsequently hypertrophy and increased pressure leads to dysfunction characterized 

by decreased cardiac output and poor ventricular contractibility [4]. 

Compared to the LV, which is a muscular ellipsoid; the RV is crescent shaped 

giving it a lower volume-to-surface ratio [19]. When the RV becomes hypertrophic it 

resorts to a more concentric shape and the interventricular septum flattens [4, 19]. In 

hypertrophic cases as shown in Figure 2-2, the RV becomes more spherical and develops 

an increased cross sectional area that can surpass that of the LV.   

 

Figure 2-2 : An illustration of a normal and a hypertrophic RV. The hypertrophic RV (right) has a 

thicker wall and cavity size than normal RV (left).  

   

 

 LV RV 

   

 

 RV LV 

Normal Hypertrophic RV 
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RV hypertrophy can easily be identified by visual interpretation of ultrasound 

imaging, while evaluation of the RV functionality is improving with the advancement of 

imaging modalities such as positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon 

emission tomography (SPECT). While ultrasound is inexpensive, does not expose the 

patient to radiation, and, and is less time consuming than PET and SPECT, it is limited 

by the inability to measure functional physiologic information such as perfusion and rate 

of metabolism [17].  

 SPECT and PET are both nuclear technologies that employ molecules labeled 

with radionuclides in trace amounts to non-invasively image the internal molecule 

distribution using an external detector. Both modalities can provide gross information 

about anatomic structure [17].  

 

2.1 Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single Photon Emission 

Tomography (SPECT) 

PET can be used to measure myocardial blood flow (MBF) and metabolism using 

physiological substrates prepared from positron emitting isotopes with short half-lives 

such as carbon-11, fluorine-18, oxygen-15 and nitrogen-18 [6, 17]. These substrates are 

injected in small quantities so as to not invoke a physiologic response and are therefore 

commonly referred to as tracers. 

Positrons, positively charged particles with same rest mass as electrons, are 

emitted from parent nucleus and annihilate with electrons in the surrounding medium, 

emitting a pair of photons at almost exactly 180° separation [17]. (Figure 2-3) 
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Coincidence detection in PET allows detectors to register photon pairs hitting opposite 

detectors nearly simultaneously (Figure 2-3). Millions of coincident events are recorded 

all around the patient providing the projection of activity distribution. The measured 

activity distribution is reconstructed into stacks of cross-sectional images, called 

tomographs, forming a three-dimensional volume image [17]. PET can be integrated with 

x-ray CT enabling PET/CT scans which give complementary anatomic and physiologic 

data in a single session. In cardiac imaging, this PET-CT arrangement insures that the 

heart is accurately positioned within the PET field of view (FOV) and corresponding 

images are spatially aligned [17]. The CT data is also used to accurately correct PET 

images for photon attenuation. 

 

Figure 2-3 : Positron emission and annihilation with an electron (left) and cross section of a chest 

surrounded by a ring photon detector in PET (right). Also shown is the line of response (LOR) 

derived from detecting coincident events. 

 

Unlike PET, SPECT uses single photo-emitting radiotracers. As in PET, the 

radio-isotopes localize according to the metabolic properties of the molecule that they are 

bond to. The radio-isotope emit gamma rays which are converted to visible light using a 
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crystal scintillator on the external detector [2, 17]. Collimators, which are coupled to the 

scintillator allow only photons at specific directions to reach the detector, while blocking 

all other photons. During the image acquisition, the detector heads are rotated around the 

patient, capturing multiple projections of the image [17]. The projections may be used to 

reconstruct tomographs of the imaged volume. With suitable radio-tracers, SPECT is 

commonly used in cardiology to image myocardial perfusion.  

Both PET and SPECT have capabilities of capturing static and cardiac gated 

uptake images. In static image acquisition the image is obtained when the tracer uptake 

has reached a plateau and tracer redistribution process has stabilized. Static uptake 

images are used to estimate the net overall tracer uptake.  

Electrocardiogram (ECG) gated images are acquired by binning each photon into 

a bin corresponding to a phase of the cardiac cycle. The projections in each bin are 

reconstructed into individual images corresponding to the phase of the cardiac cycle, thus 

the reconstructed images are of the beating heart and can be used to measure cavity 

volumes and ejection fractions. The images are acquired over several minutes and are 

thus an average of hundreds of heart beats, not a single contraction. Respiratory gating 

information is sometimes also acquired and may be used for respiratory motion 

correction. 

In dynamic imaging, image slices are obtained by serial temporal sampling at 

contiguous time intervals starting immediately after the tracer injection. Dynamic 

imaging allows one to measure tracer distribution over time. Dynamic imaging is 

challenging with typical rotating head SPECT cameras, and is more commonly used with 

PET.  
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2.2 Comparison between PET and SPECT 

Although SPECT and PET ascribe to similar basic principles SPECT has lower spatial 

resolution than PET. SPECT uses a collimator in front of the detector which tends to 

reduce photon sensitivity, whereas no physical collimation is used in PET. PET has 

roughly 2 orders of magnitude greater sensitivity then SPECT, which can be leveraged to 

improve its temporal resolution and/or reduce the amount of radiation used [2]. PET can 

be more easily and accurately corrected for attenuation compared to SPECT [17]. SPECT 

imaging technology, however, is still less expensive than PET. Furthermore, a wide range 

of SPECT tracers are commercially available at a fraction of the cost of most PET tracers 

due to longer tracer half-lives, centralized isotope production, and an established 

distribution network [2, 3, 17]. Thus, while PET is a preferred imaging technology, 

SPECT is more commonly used clinically.  

This work was conducted within the larger scope of probing disease mechanisms 

and therapy approaches for pulmonary hypertension using small animal models and 

clinical data using PET. While the following chapters primarily describe processing of 

PET images, the methods are expected to be easily transferable to SPECT imaging with 

little or no adaptation. To demonstrate the utility of cardiac PET, two common 

examinations are highlighted: 

2.2.1 Perfusion Imaging with PET 

Cardiac images are acquired in cardiac rest phase followed by cardiac stress 

phase. A CT scan is performed for patient alignment and attenuation correction. The 

patient is then injected with a perfusion tracer (e.g. 
13

N-Ammonia, or 
82

Rb) through an 
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intravenous line, followed by a PET acquisition (<10 minutes) in a normal resting 

state.[6] Once the rest scan is completed, a cardiac stress state is induced in the patient by 

administering a pharmacologic drug or through physical exercise and the tracer injection 

and PET acquisition similar to the rest phase is repeated [6, 20]. A second CT acquisition 

may follow to correct the stress scan for attenuation [6]. With some stress agents, an 

antidote may be administered part way through the PET acquisition to help the patient 

return to normal cardiac state and reduce side effects [6, 20]. Figure 2-4 outlines an 

example 
82

Rb rest-stress protocol in PET cardiac imaging using Dipyridamole as a stress 

agent and aminophylline as an antidote. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 : Rest-Stress Imaging protocol using Rubidium-82 and pharmacologic stress induced 

using Dipyridamole 

 

The rest and stress scans are interpreted together to locate partial ischemia 

(present at stress and less at rest), or complete occlusion (reduced tracer uptake at rest and 

stress). Gated images may also be reconstructed and interpreted for wall motion 

abnormalities, and reduced cardiac output.  
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2.2.2 Viability Imaging 

 Viability imaging provides insight to the degree of healthiness of the 

myocardium (heart muscle). Nuclear imaging modalities provide the ability to categorize 

myocardium as viable, necrotic (dead due to injury), normal, or hibernating. Viability 

imaging is critical in research and clinic because it enables to monitor changes in cardiac 

function during therapy, revascularization, and disease progression [21, 43]. Viability 

imaging has also been shown to be effective in guiding therapy to improve outcomes [21, 

43, 44]. Because of its high sensitivity and specificity PET imaging remains superior in 

viability detection using perfusion-metabolism match pattern scheme [21]. In normal 

myocardium, both perfusion and viability tracer uptake are present, but in necrotic or 

scarred tissue viability tracer uptake is reduced [21]. Due to lower metabolic activity even 

if blood supply is normal [43]. 

 Cases with perfusion-metabolism pattern mismatch, where perfusion is decreased 

but metabolism remains high, as demonstrated in Figure 2-5, indicate that the tissue is 

viable but may be ischemic or hibernating [21]. In tissue that is ischemic (oxygen 

deprived) myocytes derive their energy from glycogen through anaerobic (without 

oxygen) glycolysis (breakdown of glucose to energy) [21, 22, 31], rather than their 

preferred fuel sources, fatty acids.   
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Figure 2-5 : Demonstration pattern mismatch indicating region of decreased flow (ischemic) on the 

left and increased metabolism on the right.  

 

Using 2-deoxy-2-(
18

F)fluoro-D-glucose( FDG) in PET, a glucose analog commonly used 

as viability tracer, it is possible to guide patient therapy in a manner that improves 

outcomes while reducing risks associated by inappropriate procedures [31, 33, 43] . 

Viability imaging can also be used to monitor improvements in regional wall movement 

and global ventricular ejection fraction particularly after revascularization [21]. 

 

2.3  Image Processing  

Various cardiac function interpretation software packages exist, which have 

common functionality to aide in clinical interpretation of LV function. In this work we 

will focus on FlowQuant
©

, a nuclear image processing software developed at the 
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University of Ottawa Heart Institute (OUHI). FlowQuant
© 

performs static, gated, and 

dynamic image analysis primarily for the left ventricle, and caters to translational 

research from small rodents to humans. This research builds upon the existing analysis of 

the LV, and adds the ability to perform functional measurements for the right ventricle. A 

brief explanation of LV image analysis with FlowQuant
©

 follows: 

 

2.4 Image Reorientation  

The reconstructed images are in a camera reference frame and roughly traverse 

the patient transaxially. Klein et al.’s work [6], on which this work was based, describes 

how the image volume is reoriented to a standard LV reference frame through iterative 

fitting of partial ellipses in three orthogonal planes as illustrated in Figure 2-6B [6]. The 

images are reoriented into the LV reference frame through a 3D rotation and translation 

as depicted in Figure 2-6A below. Briefly, a partial ellipse is fit to three orthogonal image 

planes (transverse, mid-vertical long axis (VLA), mid-horizontal long axis (HLA)) 

through the LV to resolve the location, angles, and approximate size of the LV. The 

reoriented image is a stack of short-axis (SA) slices comprising the image volume in a 

standardized LV reference frame. 
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A.  

B.  

Figure 2-6: A. Reorientation of images from camera reference frame to LV reference frame. B. 

Partial ellipse fitting in different orthogonal planes during automatic reorientation and basal short 

axis slice (bottom right) for verification 

 

Since the RV is conjoined to the LV it is also reoriented to a standard reference 

frame as part of the LV reorientation process [6]. The reoriented views can be displayed 

as short axis (SA), horizontal long axis (HLA), and vertical long axis (VLA) as depicted 

in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7 : Cardiac PET image views produced after reorientation [6]. (SA – short axis, HLA – 

horizontal long axis, VLA –vertical long axis) 

 

2.5 Sampling and Registration  

2.5.1 Splines  

Splines are mathematical functions expressed as piecewise polynomials that are 

used to interpolate a sequence of points called control points, to represent a shape of a 

surface or curve [7][60]. Spline generates smooth curves and the shape curve can be 

modified by adjusting positions of control points (Figure 2-8).  

Deformable spline models are initialized with a rough estimate of the surface to 

be represented. The control points can then be adjusted to continuously deform the shape 

until it represents the actual data to some degree of accuracy [58].  
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Figure 2-8 : A simple illustration of a spline curve indicating control points, used to adjust the shape 

of the curve, and one possible interpolated curve.  

Alternative registration techniques using edge detection algorithms were regarded 

as suboptimal for this problem as they may be susceptible to failure in a case where there 

is discontinuity (e.g. myocardial defect) [7], or in the presence of other nearby organs 

with high tracer concentration (e.g. liver, stomach, lungs). A further advantage of the 

spline model is that the operator can easily interact with the spline model to correct the fit 

if need be. The spline algorithm used in this research (as well as for LV registration) is 

cubic-spline that is included in the basic MATLAB package and is based on the work of 

de Boor [61].  

2.5.2 LV Registration and Sampling  

Registration of LV myocardium by applying a deformable spline model defined 

by 13 sample points with 1 degrees of freedom each (4 radial points for short-axis slices 

through the LV cavity, LV base, and left atrium and one radial point for the apex extent) 

[6]. The LV region from the cavity to the atrium is represented in cylindrical coordinates, 

while the apical region is represented in spherical coordinates. This representation allows 

radial profiles that intersect myocardium almost orthogonal in both regions. During 

registration, the energy maximizing optimization algorithm optimizes 4 radii at 90° 
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increments at LV cavity, LV base and LV atrium slices as well as the control point at the 

RV apex [6].  

The spline model sampled the image using 24 rings with 36 segments each (at 10° 

intervals) centered on the LV long axis, which is centered on the reoriented image. Rings 

1 through 8 encoded radii in a conical coordinate system (spanning at 10° intervals from 

the long axis) and provided for radials that was roughly perpendicular to the apex surface 

[6, 23]. The remaining 16 rings encoded radii in a cylindrical coordinate system and 

sampled the LV cavity through to the left atrium [6, 23]. The combination of spherical 

and cylindrical sampling is often referred to as bottlebrush coordinate system. Figure 2-9 

shows short axis, vertical long axis and horizontal long axis after bottlebrush registration. 

The LV contour is depicted by the red sampling points. Slices 1 through 8 correspond to 

flattened cones in the apex region. 

 

Figure 2-9 : Short axis (conical (1-8) and planar (9-24)), vertical long axis (VLA) and horizontal long 

axis (HLA) slices after automatic LV registration. Spline points are shown as circles and the model as 

red lines. The figure also includes results of RV registration to be discussed in chapter 3.  
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It is desirable to minimize the number of control points and degrees of freedom to 

avoid overwhelming the operator and reduce computational complexity. However, too 

few degrees of freedom can reduce the ability of the model to accurately describe the 

spectrum of morphologies. The following chapter describes a similar spline model 

adjoined to the LV model for sampling the RV that follows similar principles. 

 

2.6 Analysis of dynamic PET images 

Dynamic analysis can be used to quantify physiologic functions such as 

myocardial blood flow (MBF) through changes in tracer concentration in the blood and 

myocardium over time. Sequences of images are acquired at contiguous time intervals 

and measure the tracer concentration (e.g. Bq/cc, mol/cc) as a function of time as blood 

transverses from left heart and arteries to the myocardium and the tracer bio-chemically 

interacts in the tissue [6, 23]. Regions of interest (ROIs) placed on the myocardium can 

be sampled at different time intervals to generate myocardial time-activity-curves (TACs) 

as shown in Figure 2-10 as a blue line. Likewise, an ROI of the LV blood cavity can be 

sampled to produce an arterial blood TAC, red line in Figure 2-10. Compartment models 

can be used to model the kinetic behavior of the tracer. The model consists of transfer 

rate parameters between the blood (input) and myocardium (output) TACs [6, 17, 23]. 

These parameters are fit to the TACs data to generate regional maps of the tracer 

molecule rate of interaction with the tissue. Specific kinetic models are specific to the 

tracer molecule, tissue type, and imaging protocol, and are beyond the scope of this work. 
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Figure 2-10 : Example tracer distribution as it transverses from the blood to myocardium (a) and 

corresponding blood (red) and myocardium (blue) time-activity curves (TACs) (b). 

 

2.7 Gated Image Analysis 

In gated image analysis a complete ECG cardiac cycle defined by R-R interval is 

equally partitioned into gates of equal intervals [17]. During many cardiac cycles, 

projection data from each gate is acquired and stored in a separate bin corresponding to 

the phase of the cardiac cycle. After data acquisition each bin is individually 

reconstructed to generate an image corresponding to a specific phase in the cardiac cycle 

[8, 15, 17, 18]. An LV model can be fit to these images and processed to calculate a 

volume curve representing cavity volumes for each cardiac phase. End systole (ES) and 

end diastole (ED) volumes mark the extremes of the cardiac contraction and are 

commonly reported along with the ejection fraction (EF) [6, 17, 18]. EF is an important 
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marker of cardiac output, and is routinely used for prognostication [8]. Ejection fraction 

can be computed as follows; 

   
       

   
         (2-1) 

Where EF = Ejection Fraction, EDV= End Diastole Volume, ESV = End Systole Volume  

 

2.8 Display  

Visualization of 3D volumes is commonly achieved using multiple slices through 

the image volume. However, LV polar maps are also used to visualize the 3D 

myocardium on a single 2D map, and have been standardized to map the apex region to 

the center of the map and the base at the radial extent [3, 5]. Several techniques have 

been proposed to render LV polar maps, differing in the way the apical region (extending 

from the cavity to the apex) is sampled [3]. Cylindrical, spherical, and a combination of 

spherical and cylindrical coordinate systems have been explored. In all cases a long axis 

is defined between the apex and valve plane through the middle of the left ventricle 

cavity. While cylindrical or spherical coordinate systems are simple to implement, they 

are suboptimal for the typical LV morphology since a large fraction of the radials 

intersect the LV myocardium at oblique angles, making it difficult to precisely locate the 

mid myocardium and endo- and epi-cardial edges. Therefore a combined cylindrical-

spherical coordinate system (also referred to as a bottlebrush) is typically used. These 

coordinate systems are illustrated in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1 : Comparison between polar map sampling techniques for the LV apical region 

(reproduced from [3]) 

 

The orientation of the polar map follows a convention agreed upon by the American 

Society of Nuclear Cardiology and American Heart Association (Dilsizian, et al., 2009). 

Regions in the polar maps can be mapped to corresponding major arteries using a 

standard database; however, this is of limited utility due to a natural variability in the 

populations’ anatomy and variability due to medical intervention such as bypass surgery. 

While guidelines have not been issued for RV maps, the RV can be visualized with the 

free wall mapped to a hemi polar as shown in Figure 2-11 [5]. Chiba et al provided a 

comprehensive approach in SPECT cardiac data processing and visualization of the RV 

using cylindrical polar map sampling as shown in Figure 2-11. From the RV region of 

interest (ROI) they manually selected between 6 and 8 short axis slices, each slice 

partitioned into 30 sectors over 180 degrees, from base to apex of the RV [5]. Maximum 

counts per pixel for each sector were measured, and normalized, generating a 
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circumferential profile [5]. A hemi polar is obtained by applying the profile to all the 

short axis slices and plotting the data in polar coordinates [3, 5]. This work provides a 

generic insight for polar map sampling of RV ignoring the fact that slices tend to 

decrease in size towards the apex. Despite the mentioned challenge and because the 

technique is generic, it is reasonable to apply to hypertrophic cases because of their 

diverse morphologies. 

 

 

Figure 2-11: Cylindrical polar map sampling to create a hemi polar. Direction of the view of the 

polar map (base to apex) (Left). A sample slice divided into equal sectors (top right). A hemi polar 

created from cylindrical sampling (both right). FW – free wall 
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2.9 Other Work on Right Ventricular Imaging and Quantification 

A wide range of literature covers nuclear image data acquisition, processing and 

visualization exclusively for the left ventricle. It seems plausible that some of the 

techniques employed can be adapted for right ventricular studies.  

There are a handful of nuclear imaging related studies that specifically explore the right 

ventricular perfusion and function. Most of the literature indicated that the use of SPECT 

as the imaging modality of choice which can be attributed to the state of imaging 

technology at the time, and prevalence of different imaging technologies. The rising 

popularity of PET and greater pool of available tracers promises a wide range of research 

and clinical applications.  

Pereira et al assessed right ventricular perfusion and function using 
99m

Tc-

sestamibi (Technetium-99m isotope based radiotracer) in SPECT imaging. While 
99m

Tc-

labelled tracers can produce higher contrast images compared to 
201

Tl due to larger 

activity for the same patient radiation dose, their extraction rate is relatively low and 

further diminishes at high flow rates, making it difficult to detect mild ischemia [1, 2, 3]. 

The imaging procedure combined tread mill and diprydamole to induce stress. SPECT 

images were then constructed using back filtered projection and Butterworth filter [2]. 

The presence of ischemia was confirmed by agreement between three operators that 

perfusion defects exist through visual inspection of the same image. This work provided a 

robust approach incorporating nuclear imaging technology as a diagnostic aid to 

pulmonary hypertension but suffered technical limitations such as long imaging protocol 

and poor display. Despite the fore mentioned limitation, the work of Pereira et al 

provided the ground work for sufficiently determining the right ventricular functionality. 
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This work provided limited insight to evaluate RV functionality, especially perfusion. 

Rather this work focused on visualizing the anatomy of the RV, and identification and 

diagnosis of PH. Consequently, this works fell short of providing tools to monitor disease 

progressing and efficacy of therapies. 

Another closely related work by Mannting et al assessed relevance of increased 

trace uptake in coronary artery disease patients using RV/LV uptake ratio, using 

manually drawn ROIs. The paper asserts that increased RV tracer uptake is indicative of 

RV hypertrophy [4]. Like most studies pertaining to RV function, 
99m

Tc-sestamibi 

SPECT was used because of superior contrast of 
99m

Tc labeled tracers compared to 
201

Tl 

counterparts [3, 4]. RV/LV uptake ratio was defined as the ratio of RV to LV activity 

count per pixel on the regions observed to have highest tracer uptake [3]. RV/LV uptake 

ratio may provide a global summary of disease, but does not provide regional 

information. In their work, Grapsa et al made a comparative analysis of RV volume in 3D 

echocardiography (3DE) and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR). Despite their 

work focusing on completely different modalities from PET, their work yields similar 

values for EDV, ESV and EF for both normal and hypertrophic hearts which provides a 

baseline for validating our own research. Using the Bland-Altman agreement technique, 

the interclass correlation (ICC) for EDV and ESV in pulmonary hypertension patients 

between 3DE and CMR was 0.74 and 0.75 indicating a good agreement [22].  
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2.10 Summary  

PH mortality and morbidity is significant and the disease is poorly understood. 

PH plays an important role in development RV hypertrophy and subsequently 

dysfunction. Nuclear cardiac imaging has been applied to diseases of the LV and has 

resulted in sensitive tools for early disease detection, prognostication, therapy 

management, and tracking. These tools may be extendible to the RV. This work seeks to 

translate LV image analysis methods to analyze the RV in a simple, robust, adaptable, 

and automated method in the context of a wide spectrum of morphologies associated with 

pulmonary hypertension (PH). This tool is critical to future research including elucidation 

of disease related mechanisms, evaluation of therapies, and clinical management of 

patients. 

A major portion of this research focuses on deriving the RV regions of interest 

which are critical to further analysis of the RV. Subsequent chapters describe the 

registration and sampling algorithm used to delineate RV region of interest in PET 

images and to its application in dynamic, gated, and static image analysis. Testing and 

validation follows in subsequent chapters along with a rigorous discussion. 
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3    Chapter: Software Development 

3.1 System overview  

This chapter describes the development and implementation of RV functional 

quantification tools within the FlowQuant
© 

 software package. Quantification of the RV 

anatomic and physiologic function is achieved through several processing steps including 

reorientation, registration, sampling, dynamic analysis and gated analysis. In the context 

of this work, these stages are defined as: 

1. Reorientation - resampling of the uptake image slices from camera to standard 

LV reference frame. The reorientation algorithm is covered in-depth in Klein et al 

[6] and summarized in the background section of this document.   

2. Registration – defining the region of interest (ROI) of the RV which directly 

depends on the LV registration as shown in the dependency diagram (Figure 3-1), 

because initial control points for the RV Spline model are derived from the LV 

sample points.  

3. Sampling - defining the sampling grid using the RV ROI defined in the 

registration stage and sampling its image signal for display and further processing. 

4. Dynamic image analysis - refers to the selection of ROIs in dynamic image 

sequence slices to generate time-activity curves; which are further processed to 

evaluate functional parameters such as metabolism and perfusion.  

5. Gated image analysis - involves RV registration in all ECG-gated image 

volumes, which allows an evaluation of cavity volumes at different cardiac 

contraction phases and ejection fractions. 
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The dependency diagram in Figure 3-1, illustrates the design and implementation 

flow of the processes. The rest of the document focuses on providing details for each 

step. Reorientation and LV registration processes were from the previous work by Klein-

et al [6] while highlighted processes in the diagram are the focus of this research.   

 

 

Figure 3-1: RV quantification process dependency diagram. Faded steps were previous work. 

 

Generate Uptake Images 
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standard reference frame 

LV Registration  
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• Gated Analysis 
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3.2 Reorientation  

The purpose of reorientation was to standardize cardiac PET image display since 

PET cardiac transaxial slices were acquired at an oblique angle; which is variable among 

species and individuals. Cardiac PET images were reoriented from the camera reference 

frame to the standard LV reference frame or LV long axis. This work depends on 

previous work for automatically reorienting the LV with optional operator intervention. 

Since the RV was reoriented along with the image volume, reorientation of the RV was 

inherent with LV reorientation. Section 2.4 of the background chapter provided details of 

LV reorientation. Therefore, the reorientation methodology was not modified. 

 

3.3 Registration  

3.3.1 Overview 

The registration process defines the regions (volumes) of interest (ROI) of the left 

and right ventricle myocardia as well as mid LV blood cavity. In the case of medical 

imaging, ROI is a group of pixels to be sampled and produce a summary signal in a 

region of the body. While there are many possible approaches to defining ROI, the 

performance of each method depends on the nature of the image, the features of interest, 

available computational power, and degree of operator intervention, just to name a few 

factors. In cardiac PET imaging, organs such as the liver, stomach, and lungs can 

interfere due to their proximity to the heart, particularly if using surface or intensity based 

techniques [7]. 
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Registration of the LV has been previously described by Klein et al [6] and is a 

convenient starting point for registration of the RV due to their combined structure. In his 

work, registration of the LV was done by deformable spline model [6]. Registration of 

the RV took advantage of the fact that LV registration has been thoroughly tested and is 

part of an accepted analysis tool. In this project a similar approach was used, but was 

significantly modified to accommodate the particular RV shape and the spectrum of 

morphologies in normal and hypertrophic hearts. A spline model based on a small set of 

control points relative to the shape and position of the LV was used. The point-based 

technique tries automatic registration of the RV and then implements manual adjustment, 

if registration fails. The spline model optimization can be constrained to favor 

physiologically probable RV morphologies. This section describes the RV registration 

process, which is the main component of the project. 

The right ventricle is a closed chamber attached to the left ventricle by the septum 

and it is bound on the outside by the free wall. At the top is the pulmonary valve; which 

permits unidirectional outflow of blood to the lungs and the tricuspid valve which permits 

unidirectional inflow of blood from the right atrium. The RV is an irregularly shaped 

open vessel in cardiac PET images because valve tissues are usually not visible in the 

image. The RV can exhibit a range of physical shapes due to a variety of diseases, and 

adaptive remodeling in response to changes in workload.  

The RV ROI was modeled using a spline model with a limited number of control 

points. The control points or spline points defined a curve; which forms the mid-

myocardium center line of the RV region of interest. The number of control points and 

their degrees of freedom account for the range of RV morphologies, Figure 2-2, that may 
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be represented by the model, and were selected with computation demand and usability in 

mind. Estimation of the control points was done relative the LV long axis (LVLA) and 

then localized to the RV long axis (RVLA) for interpolation of the spline model. This 

implies the accuracy of RV registration depends on the accuracy of LV registration.  

Unlike the LV which closely maintains an elliptical shape, the RV is rather anomalous in 

shape when considering hypertrophic cases, and its apex tends towards the LV, hence the 

RVLA was defined as a curve that tapers from the mid-right atrial cavity toward the LV 

apex rather than a straight line as explained in the following section.  

3.3.2 Coordinate System  

Four coordinates systems were used to define the RV model and sampling points in 

this work. These included: 

1) Image coordinates – The image represented in Cartesian coordinates (x, y and z) 

relative to the camera reference frame. 

2) Reoriented Image coordinates - The reoriented image is represented in Cartesian 

coordinates (x, y and z) relative to the LV reference frame. The x and y pixel 

dimensions were dictated by the reconstructed image and the z dimension was 

dependent on the length of the LV as determined by the reorientation stage.  

3) LV coordinates - The LV provided a reference point for initial estimation of the 

RV spline points. The LV coordinate system is a combined spherical and 

cylindrical coordinate system relative to the LV reference frame (reoriented 

image), as demonstrated in Figure 3-2. The LV apex region was represented in 

spherical coordinates and the cavity to atrium region was represented in 

cylindrical coordinates. Thus radial profiles intersect the myocardium nearly 
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orthogonally in both cavity and apical regions. Sample points in the cylindrical 

(green) and spherical (purple) regions are shown in a long axis view (Figure 

3-2A) and in the respective 3D coordinate system (Figure 3-2B and Figure 3-2C 

respectively). The transition between spherical and cylindrical coordinates was 

defined as z-slices 0 and z-slices 0, 8, and 16 were estimated as the mid LV 

cavity, LV base (valve plane), and mid atrium slices respectively on which the LV 

spline points were defined. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: A. Separation of the planar and conical region of the LV. B. Example of cylindrical 

coordinate representation of a sample point in planar region of the LV. C. Example of spherical 

coordinate representation of a sample point in the conical region of the LV. 
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4) RV coordinates - A cylindrical coordinate system around the curved RVLA was 

used to define radials that intersected the crescent shaped RV roughly 

orthogonally. The curved RV long axis (RVLA) was defined from the mid atrium 

(z-slice 16), through the mid cavity (z-slice 8) and to a virtual apex point, 

corresponding to the spline point furthest from the atrium in the z direction, as 

demonstrated in Figure 3-3 for normal and hypertrophic morphologies. This non-

rigid coordinate system was selected to accommodate the wide range of RV 

morphologies including normal and severely hypertrophic RVs. 

Spline control points and interpolated sampling points were located in 3D and their 

location represented in all coordinate systems. RV sampling points were defined in RV 

coordinates using a pseudo-cylindrical coordinate system, in which a polar coordinate 

system (φ and r) was defined around the RVLA in each z plane (Figure 3-3B). The RV 

sample points were then converted into Cartesian coordinates (x, y and z) and tri-linear 

interpolation was used to sample the image activity in the corresponding RV ROI.  
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Figure 3-3 : 3D Representation of the RV and its curved long axis for both normal and hypertrophic 

cases, depicting derivation of pseudo-cylindrical coordinate system. B. The polar coordinate in a 

single z-plane. 
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3.3.3 Defining Model Shape  

In the proposed spline model 12 spline points were chosen with 13 degrees of 

freedom. Two short axis slices defining the mid-cavity (z-slice 8) and the atrium (z-slice 

16) were each defined using 5 spline points with a single degree of freedom per spline 

point as shown in Figure 3-4A. Points 1/6 (atrium/mid-cavity) and 2/8 were the 

respective anterior and posterior intersect points of the RV and LV and were defined as 

angles around the LVLA enabling tracking along the LV contour and resolving the radial 

distance from the LVLA based on the LV model. The notation 1/6 and 2/8 implies that 1 

and 2 are points in the cavity slice and 6 and 8 are points in the atrial slice. Points 3/8 

control placement of the free wall, and can move radially along the x-axis relative to the 

LVLA and defined the extent of the free wall and its separation from the septum. Points 

4/9 and 5/10 were placed in the x-axis medially between the septum and free wall (i.e. on 

the same x-plane as the RVLA) and situated on anterior and posterior walls respectively. 

Points 4/9 move radially outward from the RVLA in the positive y range and 5/10 moves 

radially in the negative y range to define the anterior and posterior extents of the RV.  

All points were estimated based on LV dimensions as summarized in Table 3-1. 

Posterior and Anterior LV/RV intersection control points (2/8 and 1/6 in Figure 3-4A) 

were estimated to be 240º and 120º respectively for both the midsection and atrium as 

shown in Figure 3-4(A). As indicated in the same figure, these points were permitted to 

move in angular direction along the LV contour. The free wall control points (3/8) were 

assumed to be distance at 2b, where b is the short axis radius of the ellipse defining LV 

from the reorientation stage. Points (4/9 and 5/10) were assumed to be b from the RVLA 

and thus located medially between the septum and the free wall. 
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Figure 3-4 : Diagram of the RV spline model (green) relative to the previously described LV spline 

model1 (red). Short axis slice (A) and horizontal long axis view of the model in a normal (B) and 

hypertrophic (C) heart. The control points are shown as black dots and described in Table 2. 
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Table 3-1: Control Points and their degrees of freedom and initial location relative to the LV Long 

Axis 

 

Of the remaining two control points, point 12 in Figure 3-4 was referred to as the 

apex intersection point, and had a single degree of freedom defined as the LV/RV 

intersection in the apical region. It moves at angle θ with respect to the LV spherical axis 

along the LV contour in the HLA plane (θ =180°), as shown in Figure 3-4B and Figure 

3-4C, and is restricted to the spherical region (0°≤θ≤90°). The final point (point 11 in 

Figure 3-4), referred to as the RV extent point, has two degrees of freedom and was 

initially placed between the septum and the and free wall. Its ability to move horizontally 

and vertically in the HLA plane (θ =180°) allows the model to accommodate different 

RV anatomies in hypertrophic cases. The extent control point is the termination point for 

Control 

Point 

Degrees of  

Freedom 
Description Initial Estimate 

1 1 
Basal Anterior RV/LV intersect control 

point 
βAB = 120º around LVLA 

2 1 
Basal Posterior RV/LV intersect control 

point 
βPB= 240º around LVLA 

3 1 Basal Free wall spline points RV/LV RFB = 2×b from LVLA 

4 1 Basal Anterior vertical control point RAB =b from RVLA 

5 1 Basal Posterior vertical control point RPB = b from RVLA 

6 1 Mid Anterior RV/LV intersect control point βAM = 120º around LVLA 

7 1 Mid Posterior RV/LV intersect control point βPM= 240º around LVLA 

8 1 Mid Free wall spline points RV/LV RFM = 2×b from LVLA 

9 1 Mid Anterior vertical control point RAM = b from RVLA 

10 1 Mid Posterior vertical control point RPM = b from RVLA 

11 2 

RV Extent spline point –useful particularly 

in hypertrophic case were the RV shape 

requires more flexibility to trace. 

Midway between the RV/LV 

intersect control point and z=0 

12 1 RV/LV intersect control point θ=90º 
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the RV long axis in hypertrophic cases, where the RV extends below (lower z-slice 

number) the RV/LV apical intersection point (point 12). 

 

3.3.4 Defining RV Long Axis (RVLA) 

As highlighted above, the RV coordinate system was defined using a non-rigid 

RVLA passing through z-slices from the atrium to the RV extent, for which a polar 

coordinate system was defined in each z-slice. This approach enabled radii that traversed 

the RV myocardium nearly orthogonal, allowing optimal registration in wide range 

morphologies, except at the very apex of the RV.  

Based on the relative z position of the extent (point 11) and apical intersect point 

(point 12) the RVLA terminates at the point that is furthest from the atrium (lowest z-

slice). Thus, the RVLA in normal hearts usually terminates at the apical intersection point 

(point 12), while in hypertrophic RVs the RVLA terminates at the extent point (point 11), 

as demonstrated in Figure 3-5.In the cavity and atrium planes (z-slices 8 and 16) the 

RVLA is positioned at (θ =180°) and radially between the septum and free wall (see 

Figure 3-5). At all other z-slices, the coordinates of the RVLA were interpolated based on 

the RVLA location in the atrium plane, cavity plane, and RV extent point (point 11 or 12 

accordingly). 

To maintain the medial position of the RVLA in the RV cavity, the RVLA path 

was recomputed every time there were changes in atrial free wall, mid-cavity free wall, 

RV extent, and LV intersection control points (points 3, 8, 11, and 12 respectively).  

Using RV coordinates relative to the RVLA instead of the LVLA, such that the RVLA is 

seemingly straight, resulted in warped RV and LV myocardial contours as demonstrated 
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in Figure 3-5B and Figure 3-5D for normal and hypertrophic hearts. However this was 

not an issue for analysis in this thesis.   

 

Figure 3-5 (A. and C) : Illustration of the RV long axis (RVLA) in normal and hypertrophic hearts. 

(B and D) Morphed RV with a RVLA along the z-axis after translating control points from LVLA to 

RVLA for both normal and hypertrophic cases. 

The anterior (points 4/9) and posterior radials (points 5/10) were located relative 

to the RVLA at θ =90° and θ =270° respectively and thus were shifted horizontally 

(along the x-axis) to remain centered between the septum and free wall whenever the 

RVLA was updated.   

For the anterior and posterior intersection control points, which are at an angle to 

the LVLA, their translation to the RVLA was achieved as follows. 

 Variables are as defined in Figure 3-4 and Table 3-1: 
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 Radius,      of the anterior RV/LV intersect from RVLA and its angle,     for 

the midsection or atrium and translation  

        
                       (3-1) 

      
  (

         
    

)     (3-2) 

where b is the radius of the ellipse defining LV from the reorientation stage and, x 

represent either the base or the atrium. 

 Radius      of the posterior RV/LV intersect from RVLA and its angle,    

               
                       (3-3) 

      
  (

         
    

)    (3-4) 

3.3.5 Sample point interpolation 

The RV sampling grid was defined to consist of 16 rings (from apex to atrium) 

with 18 sectors in each ring. The rings were evenly spaced in z from extent point to 

atrium and the five SA parameters (anterior/posterior intersect angles, 

anterior/posterior/free wall) for each SA slice were interpolated from the control points in 

the atrium, cavity, and extent z-slices. In each ring, the sectors were evenly spaced 

angularly from anterior to posterior point of intersect with the LV. The septum was 

excluded as it was sampled by the LV model. For each segment a radius from the RVLA 

was interpolated to derive the 3D sample point coordinate (along with z-slice and angle). 

These RVLA coordinates was then be converted to Cartesian coordinates for sampling 

the RV intensity from the image. The 3D coordinates were also used to generate 3D 

surface images of the RV, and to compute cavity volumes and ejection fractions. Figure 
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3-6A shows an example RV sampling grid. SA views of the RV ROI were created by 

plotting coordinates from each slice separately as shown in Figure 3-6B. HLA views of 

RV ROI were created by plotting coordinates of points 180 degrees from the RV LA as 

shown in Figure 3-6C. Trilinear interpolation of the image volume using the sampling 

grid was used to extract image intensities at each sample point and generate an RV 

polarmap as shown in Figure 3-6D. 

 

Figure 3-6 : RV ROI 3D volume generated from grid data output before sampling (A) Spline fitting 

model for short axis (SA) and horizontal long axis HLA .(B) and (C) RV ROI is bound by blue 

contours. D. RV hemi polar map alongside LV polar map. 

3.3.6 Graphical User Interface Design 

Part of the work was to modify the existing graphical user interface for the LV 

analysis tool to allow the user to monitor RV analysis process and intervene if necessary.  

Major changes of the GUI included:  

 Modified LVModeTool display to show the RV contours and spline points after 

RV segmentation (Figure 3-7) 
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 Added optimize RV fit button (Figure 3-7) 

 Display of the RV hemi polar alongside the LV polar map (Figure 3-8) 

  After automatic fitting of the spline model, the LVModelTool display shows HLA 

and SA slices overlaid with RV contours along with the LV contours as shown in Figure 

3-7. Contours allow the user to visually inspect the accuracy of the model fit. Also in the 

GUI are the control points, indicated as colored circles in Figure 3-7, which can be 

adjusted according to their degrees of freedom if the operator perceives the fit as 

suboptimal. After the operator has adjusted the control points, the display will be redrawn 

with the operator changes applied.  

 

Figure 3-7 : GUI display for SA slices, HLA (top right) and VLA (bottom left) showing RV contours 

after registration and optimization (section 3.3.8).  
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At any time the operator may invoke the automatic fitting algorithm by Optimize 

RV Fit button. The operator can trigger the Accept button to allow the image analysis 

process to permit sampling and 3D rendering of the ROI, if the ROI has been defined to 

the operator’s satisfaction. The RV hemi polar and 3D surfaces were displayed alongside 

the LV polar maps and mesh. (Figure 3-8)  

 

 

Figure 3-8 : RV hemi-polar map and LV polar map display (top left) and different views of 3D 

display of the RV and LV meshes 

3.3.7 Automated RV Registration 

Automation of the registration process includes estimating the initial spline 

points, optimization and fine-tuning. Figure 3-9 demonstrates the automated RV 

registration process and operator interaction workflow. 
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Figure 3-9 : Flow diagram for RV model registration process. 

Estimation of control points involves first, defining initial starting values for 

control points relative to the LV long axis (points 1,2,3,6,7,8,11,12), followed by defining 

the RV long axis, and finally redefining control points relative to the RV long axis (points 

4,5,9,10) (see Section 3.3.3). Spline fitting and optimization steps execute iteratively 

while updating control points, until a minimum value of a cost function is achieved. This 

is referred to as automatic registration mode. Once automation is completed, the operator 
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can intervene and adjust the control points in cases where automatic optimization yields 

poor results, and is referred to as manual registration mode. Spline optimization can then 

be resumed with the current spline points serving as starting estimates, and is referred to 

as semi-automated registration mode. The last phase of any registration mode was local 

adjustment of the interpolated radii to a region of highest intensity within a search 

window using a center-of-mass calculation.  

3.3.8 Optimization  

Optimization employed an energy maximization method that iteratively traces the 

gradient of a custom cost function to locate the global local minimum [6]. The algorithm 

was first applied to a blurred image to mask potential local minima [6]. Blurred images 

were created by applying a predefined 3D Gaussian smoothing to the original uptake 

image to achieve 24 and 4 mm FWHM image resolution for humans and rats respectively 

[6]. RV shape estimates from the blurred image, are used as initial estimates for fitting 

the same spline model to the original uptake image. Optimization progressively deforms 

the shape of the estimated RV surface maximizing the image intensity while adhering to 

the assumed shape of the RV as defined by the spline model. In semi-automatic mode, 

the operator can set the initial positions of control points (circular makers in Figure 3.7) 

and restart the optimization process using the original uptake image. The following text 

provides details explanations of the custom cost function as well as subsequent 

optimization of the location of individual sample points.  

3.3.8.1 Global Contour Optimization 

An iterative optimization algorithm (fminsearch, Matlab, Natick, MA) was used 

to adjust the control points to automatically register the RV myocardium by minimizing a 
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custom cost function taking control points 1,2,3,6,7,8,11,12 as input parameters. The cost 

function, C, was derived from two cost components; a cost incurred when attempting to 

maximize the sampled image intensity,           , and a cost incurred when the 

constraints on assumed shape or size of the RV were violated,    ((3-5).    was a  

cumulative cost derived from a number of cost functions, each function penalizing a  

specific constraint violation as indicated by the equation 3-6 . 

                          (3-5)  

where 

                                                                                ( 3-6)   

All components of the cost function and constraints are explained below:    

1) Maximization of sampled image intensity 

During model optimization the algorithm seeks the region with highest aggregate 

intensity overlapping with the RV ROI as defined by the model [6]. The model 

applies a cost minimization function that imposes low cost on ROIs sampling high 

image intensities, and imposes a high penalty for low intensity ROIs [6]. The cost 

minimization function is defined as follows for all pixels p of the ROI,  

            ∑
    

       
     

    (3-7) 

     is the maximum image intensity and    is the image intensity of pixel p.  

2) Constraints on RV shape and size 

The constraints based cost penalized when either the assumed size or shape of the 

RV were violated. The bounds of the size and shape of the RV were defined by 
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visual inspection of a representative set of images including normal and 

hypertrophic RVs of rats and humans. These constraints consisted of: 

 Extent control point – the extent control point controls the curvature and extent of 

the RV along the z-axis. During optimization the point was fixed midway between 

the septum and free wall and was allowed to move along the z-axis with the cost 

function shown in equation 3-8 

        {

                        
                                

                          

        (3-8) 

where         is the z-coordinate of the LV apex and            is the z-coordinate 

of the LV/RV intersect point as depicted in Figure 3-10.   

 

Figure 3-10 : Deducing the bounds for extent control point. A. Extent control point in normal and 

hypertrophic cases. B. Range of the extent control point. 

 The free wall was constrained at both the atrium and mid-section. A 

position parameter, w1, was calculated according the equation 3-9, 

where R1 is the distance of the free wall (either at the base or atrium) 

from the LVLA and b is the short axis radius of the LV ellipse from 
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reorientation stage. The costs incurred when constraints were violated 

were evaluated using equations 3-10 and 3-11 for the base and atrium 

respectively.  

   
    

  
        (3-9) 

      {

               
              
          

   (3-10) 

         {

              
             
          

    (3-11) 

 Anterior and Posterior wall positions were also constrained at both the 

atrium and base. The position parameter, w1, for this constraint was 

determined using equation 3-12 where R2 is the vertical distance of 

either the anterior or posterior wall from the RVLA. The equation was 

applied both at the atrium and midsection, and specific limits for w and 

associated penalties in each region were calculated as in equations 3-

14,3-15 and 3-16 and  as follows : 

 

   
    

  
       (3-12) 

                {
               

             
         

   (3-13) 

                {

               
             
         

   (3-14) 
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                  {

               
             
         

   (3-15) 

                    {                                (3-16)  

3.3.8.2 Local Contour Optimization  

Local contour optimization followed the model optimization stage as an 

optimization of the radial position of each sample point individually, thus 

accommodating RV shapes that don’t strictly follow the spline model. The radial position 

of each sample point was optimized to pass through the center of mass of the 

myocardium within a radial search window as shown in Figure 3-11. The search window 

was centered at the radius determined by the spline model and was 11 pixels wide (5 

pixels on either side) to generate an activity profile through the myocardium. 

 

Figure 3-11 : Sample slice RV slice showing fine tuning search window, boundaries of the search 
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Each profile was independently processed to locate the mid-myocardium 

radius     using a weighted center of mass calculation as shown in equation 3-17 where 

   is the image intensity and    is the radius of all pixels p of the profile. 

     
 

∑      
∑     
   

    (3-17)  

3.4 Sampling  

The RV sample point defined in radii, angles, and z-slices according to the RVLA 

coordinate system were converted to Cartesian (x, y and z) coordinates in the reoriented 

image. Complete RV sampling consisted of 16 rings evenly spaced in z-slices between 

the apex and atrium, and in each ring the 18 sectors were evenly spaced angularly from 

the anterior to the posterior intersect with the LV. The complete RV sampling grid 

therefore consisted of 288 sectors. The Cartesian coordinates were then be used for tri-

linear interpolation of the activity of each RV segment from the image data. The sampled 

data was used for display of 2D polar maps of the tracer activity/concentration in the PET 

image, as well as for further analysis (e.g. kinetic modeling). 

 

3.4.1 Polar map display  

RV polar map sampling was modified from the work of Chiba et al [52] which 

used standard cylindrical sampling. A RV hemi-polar map, as shown in Figure 3-12, was 

obtained by plotting the sampled data in polar coordinates, such that the RV atrium was 

mapped to the outer rings of the hemi-polar and the RV apex was mapped to the center. 

The free wall was mapped to the left of the hemi-polar with the septal intersection 

forming a straight line to the right, and the anterior and posterior walls were positioned at 

the bottom and top respectively. 
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Figure 3-12 : Cylindrical polar map sampling to create a hemi polar. Direction of the view of the 

polar map (base to apex) (Left). A sample slice divided into equal sectors (top right). A hemi polar 

created from cylindrical sampling (both right). FW – free wall 

 

3.5 RV segmentation 

As with the LV, the RV region of the hemi polar map were segmented into 

different regions, for more localized statistical analysis. For further analysis we elected to 

segment the polar map using a 3 segment model, excluding the right atrium RV/LV 

intersections including RV/LV posterior and anterior intersections and RV/LV apical 

intersection as shown in Figure 3-13. The intersection regions were excluded due to 

susceptibility to interference from LV signal due to spillover effects. The image intensity 

in the atrial region tends to sharply decrease making the accuracy of the spline model fit 
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questionable. These 3 vascular regions are proximal, medial and distal (Figure 3-13).  

This division of the hemi polar allowed a more precise validation of the performance of 

the spline model especially in operator variability testing. 

 

Figure 3-13 : Three vascular segments of the RV hemi polar. The trimmed region represents regions 

are unlikely to produce reliable physiologic measurements, including the RV/LV intersection regions 

which are susceptible to LV spillover, and the atrial region where the thin atrial wall and low image 

resolution result is low image intensity.  
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3.6 Gated Image Analysis 

The purpose of gated analysis was to evaluate cavity volumes and ejection 

fraction which can be used to determine the efficiency of the RV as a pump. As described 

earlier in the background section, the gated images correspond to several (8-32) phases of 

the beating heart cycle.  

Gated analysis began with averaging of all the gated images to generate an 

average motion blurred image, but with less statistical noise than any individual gate. The 

spline model was applied to the averaged image to generate an initial estimate of the RV 

model. Using the estimation from the average image, every image from each gate was 

automatically processed to register a gate specific RV model. 

For each gate, the cavity volume was estimated by binary masking of pixels inside 

the RV contour. The normalized volume was estimated as a sum of the masked pixels. 

The final volume in milliliters was obtained by multiplying the normalized volume by the 

pixel dimensions.  

In order to account for the finite myocardial wall thickness, prior to volume 

calculation, the radii for the RV ROI volume are decremented by an estimated wall 

thickness, thus factoring that the RV ROI is a mid-myocardial curve rather than the endo-

cardiac border. Likewise in the septal region, the LV radii are increased by the same 

assumed wall thickness. The end-diastolic wall thickness was assumed to be 5 mm in 

humans or 5 mm in rats. In all other gates, the wall thickness was adjusted to preserve the 

myocardial muscle volume, as the tissue is assumed to be non-compressible. Thus, the 

myocardial wall thickens increases as the heart contracts. 
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 The gate with the largest cavity volume was assumed end-diastole and the gate 

with smallest volume assumed end-systole. The corresponding end diastole volume 

(EDV) and end systole volume (ESV) were used to estimate the RV ejection fraction as 

the percentage ratio of the difference between the EDV and ESV and EDV as shown in 

the equation below.  

    
       

   
        (3-18) 

 

The cavity volume for the RV of the beating heart was plotted alongside the LV cavity 

volume as demonstrated in Figure 3-14. Also shown in the complete gated analysis report 

are 3D meshes of the beating LV and RV generated along with polar maps. 

 

Figure 3-14 : Gated analysis report showing plot of RV Cavity volumes and EF for a hypertrophic 

RV along with RV and LV 3D meshes and polar maps of beating heart. 
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3.7 Summary 

This chapter described a novel method for generating RV regions of interest with 

minimal operator intervention and sufficient flexibility to accommodate a wide range of 

RV morphologies. A complete software solution was integrated into the FlowQuant
© 

software package to facilitate future research using RV imaging by non-expert users. This 

solution included analysis of static images to generate 2D polarmaps that can be used to 

visualize relative regional patterns in the RV and tracer concentration relationships 

between the RV and LV. Gated images were processed to analyze wall motion, RV 

cavity volumes and ejection fractions. Dynamic images were processed using a complete 

set of kinetic and graphical analysis tools already existing for LV analysis to estimate 

bio-chemical rate parameters of the tissue. The following chapter deals with validating, 

adjusting, and characterizing these methods.  
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4    Chapter: Validation and Characterization  

 

The previous chapters provided design and implementation details of the spline 

model. This chapter provides a formal validation and characterization of the 

implementation. The appropriateness of the spline model was evaluated for its ability to 

correctly register the RV ROI in representative images. The first evaluation assessed the 

model’s ability to accurately define RV ROIs using manual adjustment of the control 

points. The second part of evaluation involved assessing the correctness of RV 

registration when control points are automatically adjusted and optimized. Operator 

variability was then characterized to assess reproducibility of measurements with the 

software implementation. The degree of automation and operator variability when 

applying the model was analyzed to characterize its behavior. The procedure below 

outlines the steps taken to validate and characterize the spline model. Finally, the 

accuracy of the software for measuring RV cavity volumes and ejection fractions was 

evaluated. 

 

4.1 Appropriateness of the Model (Manual fitting of control points) 

The model was manually fitted to determine its appropriateness for defining the 

RV ROI. The quality of fit for each image was evaluated by the operator through visual 

inspection. Each control point was manually adjusted until the operator was content with 

the model fit. A pass was granted when the model was judged by the operator to 

sufficiently trace the RV mid-myocardium and appropriately intersect the LV as 

visualized by the GUI.  
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4.1.1 Study population  

A dataset consisting of 5 non-pulmonary hypertension (non-PH) human, 5 

confirmed pulmonary hypertension (PH) human, 5 baseline rat and 5 follow-up rat 

cardiac FDG PET images were used to evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed RV 

spline model. The study population characteristics are summarized in Table 4.1. 

. For all human subjects a written informed consent was obtained from all 

participants based on UOHI ethics guidelines. 

Non-pulmonary hypertension subjects were randomly selected clinical patients 

with unconfirmed cases of PH and possible suffering from other cardiac diseases. These 

patients were all part of a registry study and provided informed consent to participate in 

retrospective studies. 5 confirmed pulmonary hypertension human subjects were part of 

an ongoing study at the Ottawa Heart Institute on Right Ventricular Substrate Metabolism 

as a Predictor of Right Heart Failure in Patients with Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension. 

The recruitment criteria for subjects included patients with right atrial pressure of at least 

14 mmHg measured using a right heart catheterization pressure probe [56]. 

Baseline rats included Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing between 150 

and 200 grams. Follow-up rats images were acquired about 4 weeks after baseline rats 

were injected with monocrolatine, a pulmonary hypertension inducing agent [50]. All 

animals were handled in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory 

Animals and the University of Ottawa Animal Care and Use Committee. 
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Table 4-1: Population characteristics for subjects used in validation. 

 

PH (N=5)       Mean±SD 

 

Age (years) 
   

60 ± 13 

 

Gender (female) (N) 
  

4 

 

weight (kg) 
   

71.2 ± 14.72 

 

height (m) 
   

1.63 ± 0.10 

 
     

 

non-PH( N=5)       

 

Age (years) 
   

64 ± 9.65 

 

Gender (female) (N) 
  

4 

 

weight (kg) 
   

85.4 ± 19.75 

 

height(m) 
   

1.72 ± 0.09 

      

 

Rats-Baseline (N=5)      

 

weight (kg) 
   

0.17 ± 0.03 

 
     

 

Rats-Follow up( N=5)       

 

weight (kg) 
   

0.23 ± 0.02 

      

      4.1.2 Methods 

Each image was manually processed using our software implementation without 

automation. The spline control points were adjusted to achieve optimal ROI fitting, and 

the results were judged by the same operator for model appropriateness using visual 

inspection of the short axis (SA) and horizontal long axis (HLA) views. Thus the ability 

of the model to register each RV anatomy was evaluated.  

The second part of the validation was to determine the effect of each control point 

and associated degrees of freedom in the fitting process, allowing the elimination of 

redundant control points and in some cases fixing control points prior to automatic fitting 

and optimization. For intersection points, the operator recorded the deviation from the 

initial estimate for each angle of each intersection point. All images that passed the 
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appropriateness of the model validation were then used to evaluate the performance of 

automatic fitting.  

4.1.3 Results 

Of the 20 images analyzed, 14 passed the manual validation test. All human 

images were be accurately tracked by the spline model. All baseline rat images failed the 

test and 4 of 5 follow-up rat images passed the validation as summarized in Table 4-2. 

Example images are shown in Table 4-3 with a pass indicated by  and a fail by. 

Most failure cases were due to limited visibility of the RV in the image. In most 

baseline rats the septum could not be delineated from the free wall due to small heart 

relative to the image spatial resolutions. Follow-up rats tended to have much larger hearts 

because of induced hypertrophy [50] and therefore the RV free-wall could be clearly 

delineated. In all human studies, the RV could be clearly visualized. 

Table 4-2 - Summary of results per population category for manual fitting (N=20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group Image Type Passed Failed

Normal 5 0

Hypertrophic 5 0

Baseline 0 5

Follow-up 4 1

Human

Rats
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Table 4-3 - Sample results from validation of manually fitted results (=pass ,=fail) 

Specimen 
View 

Result 
HLA SA 

Human – Normal 

  

 

Human – non-PH 

  

 

Human – non-PH 

  

 

Human – PH 

  

 

Rat – Baseline 

  

 

Rat – Follow-up 

 

 

 

Rat – Follow-up 
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From visual inspection of the control points, it was identified that the RV extent 

control point (point 11 in Figure 4-1) remained roughly medially situated between the 

septum and free wall. While point 11 was necessary to adjust the extent of the RV along 

the z-direction, the second degree of freedom, allowing the point to move in the x-

direction, was redundant. The model was therefore, simplified by fixing the x position of 

the extent point between the free-wall and septum. 

A general trend was noted in the adjustment of anterior and posterior angles of 

intersection points (1/6 and 2/8 respectively in Figure 4.2). For each image that passed 

manual validation, the anterior angle need to be reduced from in the initial value of 140° , 

while the posterior angles needed to be increased from initial value of 220°. This trend in 

adjustment of angles indicated an overestimation and underestimation of the initial values 

of the anterior and posterior angles respectively for both atrial and mid-cavity planes.  

 

 

Figure 4-1: Reference diagram for control points as used in the validation 

 

  

To improve initial estimates, all new values for angles after manual adjustments 

were recorded in Table 4-4 and then used to compute the average for both anterior and 
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posterior angles. These average values were adopted as new initial estimates. A record of 

N/A signifies that a reading could not be reliable measured due to poor image quality.  

The average posterior angle was 245 ± 5 degrees and the average anterior angle was 120 

± 10 degrees.  

Table 4-4: Results from adjustment of intersection control points 

Population 
Type Image  

Base 
Posterior 

Base 
Anterior 

Atrium 
Posterior Atrium Anterior 

Human non-
PH 

1 242 120 220 140 

2 245 117 220 125 

3 244 135 220 140 

4 241 123 220 112 

5 251 122 220 220 

Human PH 

1 243 99.5 220 124 

2 235 125 220 140 

3 245 124 220 140 

4 252 129 220 140 

5 254 94 220 140 

Rat Baseline 

Rat 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Rat 2 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Rat 3 238 128 220 140 

Rat 4 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Rat 5 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Rat  
Follow up 

Rat 1 240 117 220 140 

Rat 2 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Rat 3 247 124 220 140 

Rat 4 243 126 220 140 

Rat 5 246 118 220 140 

Mean 245 120 220 142 

Standard Deviation 5 10 0 23 
 

The remaining points were demonstrated to be critical to fitting the model to the 

range of images and varied between images. Points to be automatically optimized and 

their associated degrees of freedom are summarized in Table 4-5. Control points with 0 

degrees of freedom indicate that they are not subjected to automatic optimization. These 
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fixed points were kept as manual control points, however, the operator could use them to 

interact with the model if need be so as to be able to accommodate unforeseen 

physiologies which may not be represented by this sample image set. 

Table 4-5: Modified Control Points and their degrees of freedom and initial location relative to the 

LV Long Axis 

 

4.2 Validation of Automatic Fitting and Optimization 

The revised model (with reduced degrees of freedom and updated initial 

estimates) was evaluated for automatic fitting performance, an iterative process that 

adjusts control points based on the image intensity and assumed shape of the RV. 

Automatic fitting and optimization was applied to all the images that passed manual 

Control 

Point 

Manual 

Degrees of  

Freedom 

Optimization 

Degrees of 

Freedom 

Description Initial Estimate 

1 1 0 
Basal Anterior RV/LV intersect 

control point 

βAB = 120º around 

LVLA 

2 1 0 
Basal Posterior RV/LV intersect 

control point 

βPB= 240º around 

LVLA 

3 1 1 
Basal Free wall spline points 

RV/LV 
RFB = 2×b from LVLA 

4 1 1 
Basal Anterior vertical control 

point 
RAB =b from RVLA 

5 1 1 
Basal Posterior vertical control 

point 
RPB = b from RVLA 

6 1 0 
Mid Anterior RV/LV intersect 

control point 

βAM = 120º around 

LVLA 

7 1 0 
Mid Posterior RV/LV intersect 

control point 

βPM= 240º around 

LVLA 

8 1 1 
Mid Free wall spline points 

RV/LV 
RFM = 2×b from LVLA 

9 1 1 
Mid Anterior vertical control 

point 
RAM = b from RVLA 

10 1 1 
Mid Posterior vertical control 

point 
RPM = b from RVLA 

11 2 
1 (longitudinally 

only) 

RV Extent spline point –useful 

particularly in hypertrophic case 

were the RV shape requires more 

flexibility to trace out. 

Midway between the 

RV/LV intersect control 

point and z=0 

12 1 1 RV/LV intersect control point θ=90º 
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validation (14 in total). These sets of images included 5 non PH patients, 5 PH patients 

and 4 follow up rats. Automation looked into three different aspects of the image; (1) the 

ability to automatically register the entire RV, (2) the ability to automatically fit RV apex 

to the RV valve plane region and (3) the ability to automatically fit the RV free wall 

correctly (region visible in HLA display). During validation for automatic fitting, the 

operator aided the software in the reorientation phase by ensuring accurate ellipse 

placement but did not intervene during the registration phase. The operator relied on 

visual inspection to determine if the region of interest was correctly defined by the 

process. The operator observed the model fit in both short axis (SA) and horizontal long 

axis (HLA) views and graded pass “” for a correct fit and fail “” otherwise, as 

indicated in the sample results in Table 4-6.  
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Table 4-6: Sample results from validation of automatically fitted results (=pass ,=fail) 

Specimen 
View 

Result 
HLA SA 

Human – non PH 

  

 

Human – non PH 

  

 

Human – non PH 

  
 

Human – PH 

  

 

Human – PH 

  

 

Human – PH 

  

 

Rat – Follow-up 
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4.2.1 Results 

As indicted in Table 4-7, out of 14 images validated for automatic fitting; 8 

passed the validation for global RV fitting, 7 passed validation for RV fitting from apex 

to midsection and 13 passed validation for RV free wall fitting. Table 4-7 shows the 

complete break down for the automatic fitting results in different populations.  

 

Table 4-7 : Validation Results for automatic fitting for 3 regions of the RV(=pass ,=fail) 

Population 

Type 
Specimen 

Complete 

Automation 
(Includes all control 

points) 

Apex to 

Midsection 
(all base control 

points 8, 11, 12) 

Free wall 
(control points 3, 

8, 11, and 12) 

Human non PH 

1   
 

2   
 

3   
 

4   
 

5   
 

Human PH 

1   
 

2   
 

3   
 

4   
 

5   
 

Rat Follow up 

Rat 1   
 

Rat 3   
 

Rat 4    

Rat 5    
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Automatic fitting performs well in the free wall section in 13/14 cases as 

indicated in Table 4-7, this can be attributed to the fact that the free wall is well 

pronounced. Apex to midsection regions exhibited more failures, partly due to spillover 

from the LV. The extent control point required more adjustment to correctly map the 

shape of the RV particularly in the apical region. These results highlight regions of the 

RV ROI that needs more attention for enhancing the fitting algorithm in order to achieve 

better overall automation.  

Diminished RV image intensities, especially around the atrial region as observed 

in some of the images in Table 4-6, also resulted in suboptimal optimization. Automation 

was successful in all follow-up cases for rats used in except Rat 4, which appeared to 

have not developed severe hypertrophy with MCT treatment. It was also observed that 

visualization of the right atrium (RA) was nearly impossible in most rat images where is 

the myocardial wall is even thinner.  

Successful definition of RV ROIs is also depends on the successful LV 

reorientation and registration. Because initial estimation of control points for RV 

registration is based on the shape of LV, poor definition of the LV ROI may result in 

poor estimates of the control points. Lastly, regions near the RV/LV intersection are 

susceptible to spillover artifacts from the LV resulting in the optimization algorithm 

skewing the RV model towards the LV. 

 

4.3 Operator variability 

A separate set of images consisting of 19 images (7 subjects with confirmed PH 

and 12 arbitrarily selected patients referred for clinical viability studies using FDG-PET) 
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was used to evaluate operator variability. The population details are summarized in the 

Table 4-8.   

Table 4-8 : Population characteristics for subjects for operator variability analysis 

    
  

 

N=19       Mean±SD 

 

Age (years) 

 
 

65 ± 10 

 

Gender (female) (N) 
 

8 

 

weight (kg) 

 
 

88.5 ± 14.46 

 

height(m) 

  
 

1.71 ± 0.08 

 

confirmed PH 

 
 

7 

 

Non- PH       12 

 

Each of two operators processed and analyzed the entire set of images twice from the 

reorientation stage through to the registration phase. The operator manually adjusted 

control points in cases where automatic process produced a poor fit. During processing 

the operator monitored the number of interventions and control points adjusted. Operator 

1 was experienced with the RV registration software, while operator 2 was familiar with 

FlowQuant
©

, but not with the RV sampling GUI. Both operators processed each dataset 

twice in random order and on separate days so as to reduce memorization biases. 

4.3.1 Statistical Analysis  

The reprocessed datasets were analyzed for inter and intra-operator variability in 

relative uptake (each polar map normalized to the 95
th

 percentile highest pixel) for 3 

vascular regions, namely the distal, medial and proximal RV free wall (Figure 3-13). 

The region around anterior and posterior RV/LV incision points was trimmed from the 

hemi-polar map as well as the atrium region (denoted as trimmed region in Figure 3-13). 

Each region was analyzed using the following methods:  
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a. Linear regression analysis – determining correlation between percentage uptake 

values for (a) two datasets from for each operator (intra-operator) (b) the two 

operators’ datasets (inter-operator). The level of agreement between datasets was 

report by Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r
2
), with r

2
 =1 representing perfect 

agreement. 

b. Bland-Altman analysis – determining the difference between paired datasets by 

generating Bland-Altman plot [6] and evaluating coefficient of reproducibility 

(RPC). The RPC value was calculated as the standard deviation of the differences 

between paired datasets multiplied by 1.96 [6, 45, 46]. The 95% confidence limit 

of agreement was evaluated as the mean ± RPC assuming the measurements are 

normally distributed. %RPC is the percentage ratio of the RPC value to the mean 

of uptake values.[6] The lower the RPC value the more reproducible the results 

are.[45, 47] To assess if there any systematic differences between paired datasets 

a t-test was used with p< 0.05 considered significant [6, 45, 47]. 

c. Sample point variability analysis – determining how much the location of sample 

points varied between two tests for each operator and between operators. For each 

region, the Euclidean distance was measured between each sample point’s 

locations in repeated measurements (i.e. inter- and intra-operator position 

variability). A hemi polar map was generated using distance differences of each 

sample point, and segmental averages were also reported. The variation of mean 

distances between sample point positions was also reported using histograms. 
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4.3.2 Results  

Table 4-9 lists the number of user interventions recorded for each control point 

during each run. Operators consistently intervened more frequently at apical (apex and 

extent) and anterior/posterior extent regions, indicating that automation in the free wall 

regions was judged to be more adequate. Relatively few interactions with the 

anterior/posterior intersect control point were logged, indicating appropriate fixing of the 

intersection angles. Overall the second operator (inexperienced) intervened more (often 

and number of control points in each image) than the first operator in both test cases. 

Table 4-9 : Number of interventions during operator variability testing. 

Op. Test  
Number of interventions  

Apex  Extent  
Basal 
FW  

Atrial 
FW 

Ant.* Post.* 
Ant 
int.* 

Post. 
Int* 

Total 

1 
1 4 6 2 2 9 3 2 2 30 

2 6 5 2 3 8 3 4 4 35 

2 
1 7 9 3 4 8 3 4 1 39 

2 8 10 2 2 9 2 6 3 42 

TOTAL 25 30 9 11 34 11 16 10 146 

FW = Fee Wall           int. - intersection           Post. - Posterior      Ant. - Anterior 

* Column accounts for interventions at  both the base and the atrium 

 

4.3.2.1 Intra-Operator Variability 

The hemi-polar maps in Figure 4-2 indicate the mean distances (Euclidean 

distance) between the two locations of sampling points for each operator’s datasets. The 

mean distance increased towards the apex consistently for both operators. As shown in  

Table 4-9 apical section which forms part of the distal region recorded highest 

number of user interventions. Histograms of means distances between sampling points 

(Figure 4-3) confirmed these results, and recorded the highest mean distances in the distal 

region (up to 15mm) for both operators. This indicates that the automatic processing 
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performed poorly and operator intervention was not reliable in this region. Most of the 

challenges were attributed to the wide range of morphologies of the RV, which 

complicates the automatic registration process by demanding intricate and increased 

number of constraints. The proximity of the RV apex to the more pronounced LV in this 

region can in part lead to poor delineation of the RV and consequently poor performance 

of the fitting algorithm as well as impaired operator judgment. The global RV free wall, a 

part of proximal region (Figure 3-13), recorded the lowest mean distances between 

sampling points for both operators. This supports previous validation of automatic 

results, which indicated that automatic registration (Table 4-7) of the RV free wall was 

successful more than 90% of the time. The histograms of mean distances indicate low 

variability in the sample point placement with about 95% of sample points having less 

than 5 mm differences for both operators. 

 

Figure 4-2 : Hemi polar map of mean distances between sampling points in the paired datasets from 

for operator 1 and operator 2. 
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Operator I 

 

Operator II 

 

Figure 4-3 : Histogram of means Euclidian distances for intra operator variability for operator 1 and 

operator 2. 
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Linear regression analysis of percentage relative tracer uptake (Figure 4-4) for 

both operator 1 and operator 2 measured r
2
=0.959 and 0.942 respectively, indicating 

excellent agreement between repeat analyses by the same operator. Slopes for both lines 

were close to unity with values 0.99 and 1.01 for operator 1 and operator 2 respectively, 

while absolute value of the y-intercept for both operators were less than 1% indicating no 

significant bias in relative tracer uptake between runs. 

Bland-Altman analysis of intra operator variability for all regions combined 

(n=57) for each operator as shown in Figure 4-4. Mean differences were not significantly 

different from zero (p=n.s.) indicating no bias between test and retest by the same 

operator. The reproducibility coefficients were found to be 5.6%and 6.4% for operator 1 

and operator 2 respectively, which is comparable with LV analysis tools implying that 

both users generated acceptable relative uptake measurement reproducibility for current 

standards in the field of nuclear cardiology [23]. 
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Figure 4-4 : Linear Regression plot and Bland Altman plot depicting results from intra-operator 

variability for operator 1 and operator 2. 
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4.3.2.2 Inter Operator Variability  

The medial region had the smallest distance between sample points between 

operators, while larger variations were noticeable in the distal (apex) region as shown in 

Figure 4-5. 85% of sample points mean distances were ≤5 mm, across all regions (Figure 

4-6). From Figure 4-6 there is a good correlation of relative tracer uptake between the 

two operators as indicated by the Pearson r
2
=0.910 for both data sets and all territories 

(n=114 data points). The slope of the linear regression plot was 1.01, which is close to 

unity and nearly zero y-intercept (0.26%) indicating low bias [44]. 

Figure 4-6 illustrates the extent of inter operator variability as analyzed using 

Bland-Altman technique and the correlation between uptake values from two users. The 

mean difference between the uptake values, bias, is 0.28% which was not significantly 

different from 0 (p=ns). The 95% confidence interval for relative tracer uptake values is -

7.9 to 8.5% which is consistent with previously reported LV analysis tools [6].   

 

 

Figure 4-5 : Hemi polar showing mean Euclidian distance from inter operator variability 
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Figure 4-6 : Histogram of mean Euclidian distance (errors) for 3 vascular territories of the RV 

region on interest. 

 

Figure 4-7 : Linear Regression plot and Bland Altman plot depicting results for inter operator 

variability between operator 1 and operator 2. 
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4.4 Validation of Cavity Volumes and Ejection Fractions    

The goal of validating cavity volumes and ejection fractions is to establish 

consistency and confidence in the results obtained. Cavity volumes and ejection fractions 

were compared against values reported using cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) 

in 5 confirmed PH patients.  

Cavity volumes from CMR scans were measured using a clinically validated 

software Argus (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) [55, 56]. PET scans for the patients were 

performed in the same week as CMR scans.   

 Two separate Cardiac PET images for each patient were acquired using 

[
18

F]fluoro-6-thia-heptadecanoic acid (FTHA) and 2-deoxy-2-(
18

F)fluoro-D-glucose 

(FDG) tracers which are both labeled using fluorine-18 (
18

F). In each patient a single 

image was selected for the analysis based on visual selection for best image quality. The 

operator intervened where deemed necessary to adjust the control points during gated 

analysis of cardiac PET images. During processing of the PET images, the user was 

blinded to the CMR results, and the comparison was conducted retrospectively, so as to 

avoid biasing the operator to CMR results. Furthermore the user was not privy to the 

CMR images, only the final cavity volumes and EF. 

 

4.4.1 Statistical analysis  

RV cavity volumes and EF from the current research (FlowQuant
©

) and Argus 

were reported as mean ± SD .A further comparison between the measurements obtained 

acquired from PET and CMR scans were done using Bland-Altman agreement method. 

RPC represents the measurement accuracy compared to CMR reported values. The RPC 
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value was calculated as the standard deviation of the differences between paired datasets 

multiplied by 1.96 [45, 46]. The limit of agreement was evaluated as the mean ± RPC 

assuming the measurements are normally distributed. %RPC is the percentage ratio of the 

RPC value to the mean volume value for cavity volume. 

 

4.4.2 Results  

EDV, ESV and EF were measured to be 90 ± 25 mL, 61 ± 78 mL and 37±13 %  

using PET and 88 ± 17 mL,56 ± 23 mL and 33±7 % using CMR as summarized in Table 

4-10. Average cavity volumes and EF tended to be higher PET to CMR. From Figure 4-8, 

there is a good correlation of cavity volumes and EF between PET and CMR as indicated 

by the Pearson r
2
 of 0.954 and 0.965 for cavity volume and ejection fraction respectively. 

The slope of the linear regression plot was 0.866 for cavity volume indicating cavity 

volume underestimation by PET and 1.1 for EF which is close to unity and y-intercepts 

for volumes and EF are 5.22 and -1.24 respectively. Lower PET volumes can be 

attributed to several factors including the difference in estimation of the location of basal-

valve plane and inaccurate estimation of the RV myocardial wall thickness [56, 57]. 

However, the Bland-Altman analysis (Figure 4-8) did not indicate that the volumes were 

biased. The mean difference between the cavity volumes, was -3.4 mL which was not 

significantly different from 0 (p=0.13). The 95% confidence interval for cavity volume 

values was -16 to 9 mL which has a narrower limits of agreement than previously 

reported by Grapsa et al (-59.9 to 52.5 mL). Likewise both RPC values, 13(17%) and 6.3 

(17%) for cavity volumes and EF respectively suggests that PET measurement agreed 
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with CMR measurements better than previously reported agreement between CMR and 

3D-echocardiography, and similarly or better CMR operator variability.  

Table 4-10 : Mean ± SD of cavity volumes and EF measurements acquired from PET and CMR 

cardiac images. 

Measurement PET (n=5) CMR (n=5) p-value 

R-EDV (mL) 90.4 ± 25.2 (82.8 – 119) 88.7 ± 17.43(64 –110.2) n.s. 

R-ESV (mL) 61 ± 78 (22.8 – 90) 56.7 ± 23.6 (23–85.4) n.s. 

R-EF (%) 37±13.2 (28-57) 33±7 (18.5–49) n.s 

 

 

Figure 4-8 : Regression and Bland-Altman plot comparing cavity volumes and EF measurements 

acquired from PET and CMR cardiac images. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

We evaluated the adequacy of the model to accommodate a wide range of 

morphologies including normal and hypertrophic hearts in both rats and humans. 

Evaluation of automated fitting performance concluded that 50% of cases did require 

operator intervention. However, operator variability results indicated a good agreement 

between repeated measurements for each operator as well as between the two operators. 

From gated analysis results we demonstrated ability to reliably measure RV cavity 

volumes and EF as confirmed by a comparison with CMR results in human studies.  

Low operator variability in both uptake and volume measurements indicate a tool 

that is useful for research in hypertrophic rat hearts and normal and hypertrophic human 

studies. 
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5    Chapter: Discussion 

In this research we designed and implemented an algorithm for semi-automatic 

registration of the RV. We established that RV function can be semi-automatically 

quantified using PET images in a wide range of morphologies associated with the 

presence and absence of RV hypertrophy. We established that the region of interest of the 

RV can be automatically segmented and used in both dynamic analysis and gated 

analysis, but that manual operator intervention is required in approximately 50% of the 

study cases. It is possible that RV ROI can be completely defined manually but that 

would require a lot of operator time. This utility drastically reduces operator time and 

results become more reproducible with the improvement of the automation process.   

Despite the significant level of manual intervention, this research demonstrated 

that the registration algorithm can be used to analyze both normal and hypertrophic 

human hearts and hypertrophic rat hearts. The analysis tool had limited utility in normal 

rats due to insufficient image resolution for the small RV cavity size and anatomy.   

Both inter- and intra-operator variability as measured by Pearson correlation 

coefficient, r
2
, was excellent and comparable to previously published r

2 
values [6] as 

listed in (Table 5-1). However RPC of relative uptake values were significantly higher 

than previously reported values for LV relative uptake as in Klein et al. While LV 

relative uptake PMs are normalized to the region of highest activity, RV PMs are 

normalized to the same LV, which may be a source of increased variability in RV 

measurements vs. LV. 
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Table 5-1: Comparison of Pearson correlation coefficients (r
2
) and RPC (%) values between current 

work and work by Klein et al [23]. 

 
Current Research Klein et al 

r
2
 RPC  r

2
 RPC  

Intra Operator 

Variability 

Op 1 (expert) 0.987 5.6  0.9771 0.97  

Op 2 (novice) 0.942 6.4  0.976 1.2  

Inter Operator Variability 0.910 8.2 0.9771 1.8  

 

While complete automation of ROI registration was not obtained, the algorithm 

performed well in segmentation of the free wall as depicted by results in Table 4-7. The 

free wall is expected to have the greatest clinical significance in studying the RV 

functionality particularly, glucose metabolism in RV myocardium [51]. Furthermore, due 

to its increased distance from the LV septum, the free wall ROI is less vulnerable to 

spillover contamination from LV signals. 

The ability to segment the RV ROI enables non-invasive assessment of RV 

function in in pathologies other than just pulmonary hypertension [51]. Of specific 

interest, therapies that regulate the demand of oxygen by the right ventricle can be 

evaluated and adjusted based on oxidative metabolic assessment of the RV [33, 51]. 

 

5.1 Validation of Manual Fitting  

A wide range of images were used to validate the RV sampling model. This 

dataset demonstrated that the proposed model has sufficient degrees of freedom and 

control points to accurately define the RV ROI. Failure in the manual validation was 

primarily due to low RV image contrast resulting in difficulty in identifying the 

separation between the free wall and the septum as demonstrated in Figure 5-1. 

Visualization of the RV was prominent in rat images and primarily in base-line (normal) 
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rats. The images that failed manual RV fitting were excluded from subsequent 

characterization of automatic RV registration. 

 

Figure 5-1 : A case of failed registration due to poor RV image intensity.(A) midsection SA slice (B) 

HLA slice .The RV free wall cannot be distinguished from the septum due to small feature size 

relative to image resolution, and low tracer uptake by the RV relative to the LV. 

Monitoring of the manual fitting process established that there was a consistent 

tendency of the operator to adjust the anterior and posterior intersection points of the LV 

outwards increasing the breadth of the RV/LV intersection angle. To reduce this bias, the 

intersection points’ angles initial estimates were set to an average value of the adjusted 

points in this data set. After improving their initial estimates, adjustments of intersection 

points were small enough for them to be fixed and enabling their removal from the 

automation process. 

The extent control point which guides the shape of the RV at the apical region 

was also determined to have too many degrees of freedom. While initially it was moved 

both laterally (between septum and RV free wall) and vertically (parallel to the LV long 

axis), in the validation image set, it remained medially located between the septum and 

the free wall. These results supported simplification of the control point by restricting its 

motion to a single degree of freedom along the z-axis while fixing its lateral position 

mid-distance between the RV free wall and the septum.  
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The contours created from manual fitting give an approximate boundary of the 

region of interest but still required fine tuning for correct radial sampling of the mid 

myocardial wall (region with peak intensity). This flexibility proved adequate to 

accommodate virtually any RV morphology with only a limited set of model control 

points. Thus the automatic model fitting cost function was simplified to only 8 degrees of 

freedom as opposed to the initial 13 degrees of freedom. 

 

5.2 Validation of automatic fitting  

Fully automatic fitting was achieved in 8 of 14 test images. More operator 

intervention was observed in hypertrophic cases as shown in Table 4-7.  

Automatic registration of the RV is challenging due to several factors: 

1) RV image intensity: The intensity of the RV relative to the LV is lower primarily 

due to its much thinner wall and resulting partial volume effects consequent of 

limited spatial resolution. However, severe hypertrophy does exhibit comparable 

RV and LV image intensities due to increased wall thickening and reduced 

cardiac motion.  

Diminished RV image intensities, especially approaching the atrial region 

as observed in some of the images in Table 4-7, also resulted in suboptimal 

optimization. Because of this problem, the actual shape of the RV near the atrium 

can only be assumed. It was also observed that the effect of visualization of the 

right atrium (RA) was nearly impossible in most rat images where is the image 

resolution is even more challenging. 
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2) RV bifurcation into PA and RA: The termination of the RV and start of 

pulmonary artery (PA) or RA cannot be reliably determined using current 

imaging technology. The structural interference from the pulmonary trunk was 

not modeled in the automatic registration process, and therefore leads to 

inconsistent results for the atrial region. Due to the difficulty of reliably defining 

the RA ROI, and its poor definition with current imaging technology, it may be 

suitable to exclude the RA from the model due to limited clinical utility, and 

inclusion of the RA may adversely impact analysis of the RV. Such changes to 

the model were not part of this work, but may warrant further consideration with 

improvements in image quality.  

3) Wide Range of RV morphologies: As previously discusses, a wide range of RV 

morphologies must be accommodated during automation. The variations in shape 

impose a challenge in defining tight constraints without biasing against extreme 

morphologies. Tight constraints can aid convergence of the fitting algorithm by 

rejecting improbable morphologies. 

4) Susceptibility to spillover contamination: Due to spillover from the LV at RV/LV 

intersection, the fine tuning algorithm is influenced by proximal LV structures 

and is aggravated by elevated intensities in the septum as demonstrated in the 

boxed region in Figure 5-2, resulting in premature contour intersection. 

Consequently, only analysis in the RV free wall, distal to the LV, may be reliable 

for measuring tracer uptake and kinetics. 
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Figure 5-2 : HLA slice indicating a case interference of the fitting algorithm by spillover from the 

RV. 

5) Dependence of LV reorientation and registration: In cases where the reorientation 

of the LV was not correctly defined, automatic registration yielded poor results. 

Automatic LV reorientation appears to be adversely impaired in PH cases 

requiring operator intervention. Reorientation was beyond the scope of this work 

and may warrant future investigation. Because of the direct dependence of 

estimating initial location of control points on LV registration, the algorithm was 

also directly affected when there is a poor LV fit.   

In spite of these challenges, the results indicate that in about 90 % of the cases the 

model fit was appropriate in the free wall region, particularly around the midsection, 

despite the wide range of morphologies. In light of major current interest being focused 

on molecular function quantification in the midsection free wall, the performance of the 

automated fitting algorithm is somewhat encouraging. In other RV regions significant 

user interaction is required resulting in increased operator variability. However, the 

integrated GUI with few control points enables the operator to quickly manipulate the RV 

model to accommodate almost any RV shape and size resulting in a timely and useful 

image analysis tool. 
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5.3 Operator Variability  

Operator variability is an important component of measurement variability and its 

characterization is essential for determining detectable population differences and 

population sizes in future experiments. Operator variability results indicated a good 

agreement between repeated measurements for each operator as well as between the two 

operators. The rest of this chapter will discuss in-depth results of operator variability.  

5.3.1 User Intervention  

Frequent operator adjustment at the apical region of the RV suggests that diverse 

range of RV morphologies imposes a challenge to the fitting algorithm. A wide range of 

RV extent control point are required to accommodate the range of physiologies as 

demonstrated in Figure 5-3 for three different patient images. While the extent control 

point was restricted to longitudinal motion during automatic registration, during operator 

intervention it could be moved both laterally and longitudinally. While two dimensional 

controls can effectively accommodate a wider range of RV shape, it potentially results in 

non-unique placement, overwhelming the user, and increasing sampling point location 

variability in the apical region. 

 

 

Figure 5-3 : HLA slices demonstrating a variation of the location of extent control point. The Wide 

range of RV anatomies that the registration utility has to accommodate diminishes the possibility of 

constraining for optimization algorithm. 
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Frequent operator intervention in the atrial region by both operators can be 

partially attributed to low intensity and indistinctive RV boundary around the atrial 

region. Furthermore, the presence of the base of the pulmonary trunk in proximity of the 

right atrium and on the same short axis planes also complicates clear delineation of the 

RV boundaries towards the atrium, resulting in arbitrarily placement of the spline point as 

demonstrated in Figure 5-4. Low image contrast and complicated structure in the atrial 

region make sampling to the atria unreliable with current imaging technologies. 

Improvements in imaging technologies, more specific tracers, and a more robust right 

atrial model may contribute to more accurate sampling of the atrium. 

 

Figure 5-4 : SA slices shows 2 cases of indistinguishable shape of the RV towards the atrium due to 

the base of the pulmonary trunk. 

It is possible that the number of interventions were influenced by the level of 

understanding of the application. Operator 2 was a novice user of the software, and 

intervened more frequently than Operator 1. This may suggest that in cases where the 

boundary is ambiguous, particularly at the apex or atrium regions, the novice may have 

been indecisive, resulting in more intervention, and less reproducible results. Both 

operators intervened more in the second processing session, suggesting that the user 

intervention increased as their comfort level with the software increased.  
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5.3.2 Intra-Operator Variability  

The distal region had higher variability for both operators. While this suggests a 

high level of intervention in the territory, it also indicates some level independence 

between the two test performed by each operator. As highlighted before the apical region 

of the RV exhibit more anatomical variations particularly in hypertrophic cases and 

influences the general shape of the RV. Because of the fixed number of RV ROI slices, 

longitudinal shifting of the extent control point alters the slice thickness and position of 

all sampling points. Other control points have a more local effect. The automatic 

registration algorithm was noted to perform more poorly in this region, subsequently 

requiring more user intervention. While user intervention does not justify the magnitude 

of error, its frequency increases the number of errors and therefore the average 

magnitude.  

For both operators, 95% of sample point positions varied by less than 5mm (~1.5 

pixels) between runs in all territories, which is not a drastic effect considering that the 

reconstructed image resolution for 
82

Rb in ~12mm FWHM (full width at half maximum) 

and >8mm with good quality 
18

F labeled tracers. For operator 1 (expert), the hemi polar 

map indicates less variability compared to operator 2 (novice). This does not suggest 

better results from either user but rather explains the variation introduced by different 

behaviors between the two operators in using the application, indicating that operator 

training may be beneficial to reducing operator variability.  

For both operators the medial region indicated low variability among all vascular 

territories. This is consistent with the fact that the medial region corresponding to the free 

wall is usually well defined and relatively distal from other interfering structures in the 
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image. As indicated by validation of automatic fitting results, the spline model performs 

better in this region. This decreases the frequency of user intervention as reported in 

Table 4-9, which also contributed to improved operator dependent reproducibility in this 

region. From the linear regression plots for both users (Figure 4-4), correlation in this 

region was good (r
2
>0.94)  

The reproducibility coefficient of relative tracer uptake for inter operator 

agreement for operator 1(novice) was 5.6% slightly less than that of operator 2 (novice) 

which was 6.4%. Again, this indicates higher variability in the novice operator than in the 

expert operator and with more training the operator reproducibility might be improved 

[46, 48].  

5.3.3 Inter-Operator Variability  

Similar regional patterns were observed between inter- and intra-operator 

variability with larger operator variability in the distal (apical) region. From relative 

uptake standard deviation hemi polar map, it is obvious that the least placement 

variability occurred in the medial territory which is consistent with the observation that 

algorithm performs better in the free wall region. While the improved reproducibility in 

the free wall can be attributed to good performance of the automatic fitting algorithm, it 

is also possible that, since the free wall anatomy is less ambiguous and less susceptible to 

spillover effects from the LV therefore operators are likely to produce congruent results 

when adjusting control points in this region. As in intra-operator variability, 85% sample 

points’ positions varied by less than 5mm. 

The relative uptake reproducibility coefficient (RPC) was found to be 8.2%, 

which is not significantly different from intra-operator values (p=ns) as shown in Table 
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5-1. Inter-operator reproducibility may be improved through training, and 

standardization.  

 

5.4 Validation of Cavity Volumes  

Comparison between cavity volumes and EF measured from PET images with 

FlowQuant
©  

and CMR images with Argus suggests excellent agreement. There is still 

some variability in measurements primarily due to the fact that image processing is 

manual, processed by different operators with images acquired by different imaging 

modalities.  

Slight differences in volume measurements can also be due to estimation of the 

location of the valve plane as well poor estimation of the endocardial walls [56]. For this 

research the wall thickness of the RV was assumed to be half of the LV wall thickness. 

This assumption may be reasonable in normal hearts but may underestimate RV wall 

thickness in hypertrophic hearts. Furthermore, in this work the valve plane was modeled 

as a flat short axis plane at a roughly estimated z-slice based on the reorientation stage. In 

most images, intensity diminishes rapidly towards the atrium (Figure 5-5) which in future 

work may be used to position the plane in an oblique angled plane that is determined by 

image information. More accurate RV valve plane modeling may yield more accurate RV 

cavity volumes, which in future work should be evaluated using a gold standard modality 

such as CMR, CT, or echocardiography.  

An important limitation of this work is the small data size. Only five confirmed 

PH patients were identified in our study and had undergone both PET and CMR scans. 

These small numbers are in part due to the prevalence of PH, the ability for early 
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detection, and the high associated mortality and morbidity which adversely affect patient 

enrollment and maintenance in the study. These complications highlight the need for 

multi-center studies in order to obtain large datasets. 

 

Figure 5-5 : SA slices shows 3 cases indicating diminishing image intensity of RV ROI toward the 

atrium. 

Table 5-2 compares RV cavity volumes and EF measured in our PH population to 

previously reported PH and normal populations. The EF in our PH population is 

comparable to the previously reported EF for PH in and much smaller than normal RV 

EF. Cavity volumes in our study were significantly lower than those reported by Grapsa 

et al for PH patients (p= 0.290), and not significantly different from the normal 

population (p=n.s.) [47]. Our study population was specifically selected for early disease 

state using pulmonary arterial pressure >14 mmHg as a criterion compared to >30mmHg 

[47]. It is therefore likely that the PH population reported by Grapsa et al had more 

advanced and severe disease consistent with much enlarged RV volumes. 
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Table 5-2 : Comparison of Cavity volumes and EF between current research and results from 

research by Grapsa et al for PH patients [22]. 

Measurement Current Research Grapsa et al (CMR) 

 FlowQuant (n=5) PH (n=20) Normal (n=60) 

R-EDV (mL) 90± 25 (83 – 119) 187±41 (99–279) 94±15 (64–112) 

R-ESV (mL) 61 ± 78 (23 – 90) 126±36 (55–223) 54±11 (37–75) 

R-EF (%) 37±13 (28-57) 31±9 (18–54) 62±13 (37–85) 

 

5.5 Dynamic Analysis 

While not the primary focus of this work, application of RV ROIs to dynamic 

images can facilitate extraction of regional RV tissue time-activity curves (TACs), as is 

the cutting edge in LV physiologic function quantification. RV TACs can be processed 

using dynamic analysis techniques, such as kinetic-modeling to quantify physiologic 

functions such as myocardial blood flow, metabolism rates, and receptor densities. While 

the topic of kinetic analysis is beyond the scope of this work, an example is included for 

demonstration in Figure 5-6 to emphasize the utility of this work. 

Arterial blood time-activity curves (TACs) are obtained by a region of interest 

(ROI) in the center of the LV cavity shown in Figure 5-7 as white rectangles labeled A, 

B, and C. The blood input function represents an input function to the kinetic model. 

ROIs in the RV and LV myocardium are also applied to the dynamic image to sample 

TACs for each polar map (PM) segment. The myocardial TACs represent the output 

function of the kinetic model. Representative blood and myocardium TACs are shown in 

the lower part of Figure 5-6 in red and blue respectively. 
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Figure 5-6 : A sample Kinetic modeling integrated report for the LV and RV. Uptake polar maps for 

both RV and LV are shown at the top half of the figure and time activity curves are shown at the 

bottom of the curve. 

 

Figure 5-7 : Vertical Long Axis (VLA) view of LV and Horizontal Long Axis (HLA) view of both the 

LV and RV. The center of LV cavity is depicted by labeled A, B, and C. 
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In each PM segment kinetic-model parameters are fit to the global input TAC and 

segment specific output TAC to generate a local estimate of the kinetic parameters. In the 

case of Figure 5-6 K1 and TBV are the kinetic parameters solved using the demonstrated 

82
Rb 1-compartment fixed distribution volume (DV) model, and are shown as respective 

PMs in the top row. MBF values are estimated by correcting K1 values using a pre-

calibrated extraction correction function, and indicate the amount of blood supplied to the 

tissue [mL/min/g]. Other goodness of fit parameters (i.e. X
2
, R

2
, optimization exit flag, 

and boundary conditions), are also reported for each segment for quality assurance (lower 

row of PMs in Figure 5-6). MBF (shown as FLOW PM) can be used to detect disease that 

may otherwise by missed using conventional uptake imaging (uptake PM also shown in 

top row).  

This example demonstrates a naïve attempt at quantifying MBF in the RV 

territory. Additional work is required to validate and characterize MBF quantification in 

the RV. This author speculates that the kinetic model may need to be modified to account 

for spill-in signal from the RV blood cavity (proximal to the RV myocardium), which is 

not accounted for in the existing model. The inadequacy of the existing model is 

highlighted by out of bound parameters and low R
2
 values in parts of the RV hemi-polar 

map. This aspect is not addressed as part of this work. 

 

5.6 Image Quality 

Previous work on RV analysis focused primarily on SPECT imaging while this 

research focused on PET imaging technology and is expected to be easily applicable to 
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SPECT imaging. Both modalities generate blurry images with a signal to noise ration that 

is approximately 10. Image blur results in spatial resolution that on the same order as LV 

myocardial feature sizes (e.g. ~12 mm and ~1.2 mm for FDG PET in humans and rats 

respectively)[63] which limits the ability to resolve small RV feature sizes, especially in 

normal subjects. The performance of these technologies is expected to improve with 

technological advances, PET is likely to continue to exhibit superior sensitivity and 

temporal resolution to SPECT, and while both modalities will provide improved spatial 

resolution, small animal SPECT is likely to exhibit superior spatial resolution to PET 

State of the art small animal PET and SPECT cameras have recently been reported to 

achieve 0.5mm and 0.2 mm spatial resolution respectively [62, 64, 65]. These 

technological improvements are expected to directly influence the performance of this 

project in a positive manner.  

 

5.7 Future work  

The validation of the results also revealed that there is still some significant level 

of intervention required during the analysis process. Though it may not be possible to 

completely eliminate user intervention, the automatic optimization algorithm can likely 

be improved. This will require more research of the relation between RV and LV sizes 

and shape particularly in hypertrophic cases to help provide better initial estimates of 

location of control points. If the analysis software can correctly infer the heart condition 

of the image under analysis, extreme hypertrophic, mild hypertrophic or normal, it can 

produce a reasonable initial estimate. Good initial estimates of location of control points 
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reduce the convergence time of the automatic search and optimization algorithm. It also 

minimizes the number and complexity of constraints imposed on the algorithm.  

Furthermore, additional model constraints should be explored to help the 

optimization algorithm converge, with improved robustness to local minima of the cost 

function. As part of the enhancing performance of the algorithm, it may be possible to 

focus the registration only on territories which care clinically significant. For example, if 

the atrial region does not have significant influence on functional analysis of the RV, 

registration of the RV should be done up to the midsection while ignoring the atrium.  

Gated analysis currently involves much operator intervention; improving 

automation will provide more accurate and reproducible results as well as reduce operator 

variable. Automation of the software will also reduce the analysis time..  

As demonstrated in the methods section preliminary work has been started to 

apply the RV region of interest in quantification of the RV function.  

 

5.8 Impact of Work 

To the best of our knowledge, no clinical or research software currently provides 

fully automatic definition of RV ROI. Current clinically validated cardiac analysis tools 

including Argus (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) require tedious (20-40 minutes per gated 

CMR image) manual delineation of the RV. Even FlowQuant (UOHI, Ottawa, Canada) 

which is highly automated for LV ROI definition requires some level of operator 

intervention (~10% of images). Thus, the degree of operator intervention that was 

demonstrated in this work leans favorably towards a high degree of automation and low 

operator work load (<5min per gated scan and <2min per static and dynamic scans). 
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Earlier research work on RV function including a study by Aepfelbacher et al 

assessed RV function and structure using SPECT in comparison with echocardiography 

and produced conclusive results for diseased RV [1]. On the contrary, despite having 

only 5 PH subjects to work with, our results indicates a good correlation (r
2 

> 0.95) 

between PET and CMR for cavity volumes an indication that this utility can be used to 

reliable evaluate RV cardiac function.  
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6    Chapter: Conclusions 

 

The RV is a critical component of the pulmonary circulatory system, and understanding 

its molecular function especially in PH patients may be useful to understanding disease, 

accurate early diagnosing of patients, prognosticating, and directing therapy. The use of 

nuclear imaging technology for functional analysis of cardiac function of the LV is well 

founded and with recent improvements in imaging technologies may be applied to the 

right ventricle. However, the anomalous shape of the RV and wide range of 

morphologies creates a major challenge in attempting to adapt existing LV analysis 

functions to RV analysis. This research successfully established a model that can be used 

to segment the RV region of interest in cardiac PET images, a critical step to functional 

analysis of the RV.  

A spline model was developed, validated, and characterized, and was 

demonstrated to sufficiently registers the RV region of interest semi-automatically. 

We have demonstrated that this utility can be used for gated image analysis to 

deduce the RV ROI volume which is used to derive RV cavity volumes and EF 

comparable to the results produced using CMR. While excellent agreement of cavity 

volume and ejection fraction measurements (r
2
 = 0.9535 and 0.965 respectively, n=5), 

more validation is required. 

Operator dependent reproducibility was high and comparable with existing LV 

analysis software. The end result is a useful tool, fully integrated into an existing, 
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established software package. This tool is useful for research in RV dysfunction and 

disease and also serves as a development platform for future RV image analysis tools 

including physiologic function quantification using dynamic imaging. 

To the best of our knowledge, this tool is unique in its ability to define the RV 

ROI in cardiac images. Tools of this type are important to understanding RV disease 

mechanisms and progression, and to evaluating therapies from cardiac PET images. 

Overall, we are confident that this tool may be used in current research and in the future it 

may be instrumental to diagnose disease in clinic and to guide therapy for improved 

prognosis and quality of life of patients suffering of RV related ailments. 
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